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FOREWORD
F O R historians, whatever their school of thought, the issues involved
in the present discussion can hardly fail to be interesting a ~ d
important. For those who are not students of history, however, discussion of the decline of feudalism and the origins of capitalism may
secm remote and academic. Yet there are many parts of the world
to-day where such questions are current political issues, as is illustrated by the lively interest that has been shown in this discussion in,
for example, India and Japan'. Here the influence of feudal siwivals
and the relation to them of capitalism and the retardation of development are urgent matters of history-in-the-&.
Even in Britain
or America it must be clear to anyone who is a t d historically
minded that a study of capitalist beginnings and of the way (or ways)
in which capitalism emerged from the d a l system preceding it is
d v a n t , if not essential, to an understanding of capitalism to-day.
For the student of Marxism there is a special reason why the issues
discussed here should claim his attention: the fact that all of them
arr closely d a t e d to the key-question of the English bourgeois revolution. Not only is the bourgeois revolution for Marxists a highly
important constituent of the English revolutionarg~democratictradition, but its special fatures explain much which might othemvise
seem obscure in the development of capitalism in Britain in later
centuries. On this question of the bourgeois revolution in England
thm have been considerable differences of opinion--differences that
probably still remain among English Marxists despite the discussions
of recent years referred to below by Christopher HiIl (who hashimelf
contributed so much to bring clarity out of confusion). If one. is to
summarize what these differences amount to, one can only say briefly
that they centre round three main views, as follows:
Firstly, there is the view that in &gland there was no central
event to which (as with the F m c h Revolution of 1789) the name of
THE bourgeois revolution can be given (THE revolution in the
sense of a crucial shift of class power and in the nature of the State).
Instead them was a whole series of minor struggles and partial shifts,
among which events like 1485 and 1688 and the reform of Parliament in 1832 must be included on a par with the 17th century civil
war. This seems to be a notion of English 'exceptionalismy which
canes very dose to those espoused by bourgeois and social. democratic exponents of 'continuity' and 'gradualismy.
?In addition t~ the attention paid to the discussion in the Economic
Rwiew of Tokyo (vds the article included below), a special issue of Thought
(Sltiso, July 1951) of T
-, was devoted to it and to cognate matters; also
an article .in the Kyoto University Economic Reuieuj for Apd, 1953. The
discussion has also been exteasively reviewed in the Italian journal Cdtura e
R d t d (No. 34, pp.140-180), and in the Czech journal Ceskoslmensky
Cesopis Historicky (1953, VoL LNo. 3, pp.398-401). The reader may also
care to refer to an article by Prof. H. K. Takalm&i in R m e Historiqw
(0ct.-Dec. 1953, p.229), what similar questions in Japanese history arc
discussed'with particular refe!rence to the Meiji Restoration of 1866.

Secondly, there is the view that political power had already in
essentials passed into the hands of the bourgeoisie before the Tudor
Period, or at least by the reign of Elizabeth; and that the events of
1640 onwards represented the forestalling and suppression of a
c~t~nta-revolution
staged by Court circles against bourgeois rule.
Unless the exponents of this view can point to some earlier event (or
series of events) as constituting the crucial change of power, they
must inevitably share with the advocates of the first view the latter's
denial of any unique bourgeois revolution in England.
Thirdly, there is the view that in 16th century England society
was s t i l l predominantly feudal in form and the State a feudal State,
and that the Cmmwellian revolution represented THE. bourgeois
revolution. This was tbe interpretation advanced by Christopher
Hill (drawing on his knowledge of the work of the Soviet historians
of this period)' in his booklet The English Revdutim 1640 (London,
Lawrence and Wishart, 1940), and criticised at the time by a re+
viemr in the Labour Monthly.
Standing between the first two of these and the third is the view
advanced by Dr. Sweezy in the second of his contributions below:
that in its State-form, as in its economic system, Tudor and Stuart
England represented something intermediate in type between feudalism and capitalism.
Closely related to issues such as these are the questions about the
mode.of pmduction of the time with which discussion in the foUowing
pages is mainly occupied : for example, questions about when and how
the feudal mode of production can properly be said to have ended,
and about the character and r61e of 'merchant capital' and the position
of the peasantry. In the view of the present writer a leading obstacle
to understanding has been a radical misconception about the rdle of
merchant capital in the transition-a misconception which, it may
be noted, also occupied a prominent place in the ideas of M. N.
Pokromly, which w m discussed and criticized among Soviet historians some twenty or more years ago. I refer to the notion that
merchant capital, as represented by the big merchants of the trading
guilds and export companies, was alike the main dissolvent of
feudalism and pioneer of 'industrial capitalism', and that a distinctive
system of 'merchant capitalism' lay between mediaeval feudalism and
the modem industrial revolution. As against this, Professor Takahashi's use of the contrast between the bourgeois revolution 'from
belowy and 'from above' in the comparative study of capitalist development in different countries strikes me as particularly illuminating.
No one of us could claim that finality has been reached on these
issues: for one thing, much research remains to be done in the light
of the questio~mthat are here raised. At the same time few could deny
that the discussion has *wed, not only to sharpen the questions which

' See his article 'Soviet In~rpretationsof the English Inteegnumy in
Economic %tory Review, 1938. Compare also C. Hill, 'Historians on thc
Rise of Brit@&Capitalism', in Science a d Society, Fall 1950, p.307.
z-
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rurther research is required to answer, but to shed quite a lot o~
illumination in dark places. At anyrate, the present writer himself
feels a good deal clearer about the main issues than he formerly did.
For readers who do not share the general assumptions of the participants, I hope it may serve to demonstrate the path-breaking
efficacy of Marxism as an historical method as well as to refute
the allegations of dogmatism-of giving stereotyped answers to a set
of ready-made questions-which have been so common. Inevitably
the discussion, being one among Marxists, has related both questions
and answers to the general conceptions of historical materialism,
using these as a frame of reference for the solutions offered to particular problems. But the ultimate appeal is to historical actuality
itself; and that there is no question of cramming facts into the Procustean bed of ready-made formulae the details of the discussion
should make abundantly clear.
A ~ U R I C E DOBB
February 1954.

Dr. Sweezy, in kindly consenting to the present reprint of his
contributions, asks that it should be made clear that he does not
pretend to be an expert on the peliod under discussion, that he is
very far from holding fixed views on any aspect of the subject and
that his intention throughout the discussion has been to ask questions rather than to provide answers to them.

I. A CRITIQUE
We live in the-period of transition from capitalid to socialism;
md this fact lmds particular interestat0 studies of earlier transitiom
from one social system to another. This is one reason, among many
others3 why Maurice Dobb's Studies ia the "Dmelopmmtbf c&tdhn' is such a timely atid important book Samahing like a third
of the whole volume is devoted to the decline of feudalism and t
k
rise of c a p i e . In this article I shall confine my attention exclusively to this arpect of Dobb's work.

(1) Dobb's Dewtim of Fiudaliimr
Dobb defines feudalism as bdng % d y identical with what we
usually meen by serfdom: an obligation laid on the producer by
force and independentty of his own volition to fulfil catpin ekmomic
demands of an mdord, whether these demands take the form of
sendm to be p a f o m d or of dues to be paid in money or in kind'
@. 35). In keeping with this dehition, Dobb uaes the two terms,
' f e a d h ' nnd cserfdm,' as practically in-geabk
throughout
tbe book. .
It seems to me-that this definition is defective in not identifying a
system of production. Smne d d o m can exist in systems which are
dearly not feudal; and even as the dominant relation of production,
serfdom has at different times and in different regions been assodpted with di&rent forms of economic organization. Thus En@, in
one of his last letters to Marx, wrote that 'it is d
n that serfdom and
bondage are not a. peculiarly ( S p z i f i c k ) medieval-feudal form, we
find than everywh or nearly everywhere where: conquqors have the
land cultivated for them by the old inhabitants." It follottRs, I think,
that the concept of feudalism, as Dobb defines it, is too gmeral to be
immediately applicable to the study of a particular @on
during a
particular period. Or to put it otherwise, what Dobb is really &fining 6 not one sodal system but a family of social systems, all of
which are based on serfdom. In studying specific historical problems,
it is imponant to lmow not only' that we are dealing with feudalism
but also which
of the family is invo1vcd.
Dobb's p r h q intenst, of came, *liesin western Eutopean feudaliasn,~~it~lillhthis~anth.tcapi~wasbomandgrrw
maturitye H e m it seems a, me he.oqht to M a t e very dearly
what he regards as the main featma of westan-Europeanfeudalism
and to follow this with a themtical analy$is of the laws and tendenof a system with tbcat principal fesltmw. I shall try to show
later that his f@me to follow this amme knds him to r number of
doubtful g e m d i d o n + 'Moreover, I &ink the slme reason 1ccomts
a

L c m h : Routledgr and Kegan Paul; New Yo*:
1916.

Internatid Pubhkrs,

for Dobb's frequent practice of invoking factual support from a wide
variety of regions and periods for arguments which are applied to
western Europe and can really only be tested in terms of westem
Eurapean experience.
This is not to say, of course, that Dobb is not thoroughly f d a r 4
with western European feudalism. At one point (p.36 f.) he gives
concise outline of its most important characteristics: (1) 'a low level
of technique, in which the instruments of production are simple*andw
generally k q m s i v e , and the act of production is largely individualnLin character; the division of labour . . being at a very prirnitive,g
level of development'; (2) 'production for the immediate need of the%
household or village-community and not for a wider market'; (3),
'demesne-farming: farming of the lord's estate, often on a consider-,- r
able scale, by compulsory labour-services'; (4) 'political decentraliza--$
tion'; (5) 'conditional holding of land by lords on some kind of ser-,
vice-tenure'; (6) 'possession by a lord of judicial or quasi-judicial
functions in relation to the dependent population.' Dobb refers to a:'.
system having these characteristics as the 'classic' form of feudalism,$
but it would be less likely to mislead if it were called the western l;r
European form. The fact that 'the feudal mode of production was
not confined to-this classic form' is apparently Dobb's reason for not
analyzing its structure and tendencies more closely. In my judgment, however, such an analysis is essential if we are to avoid confusion in our attempts to -discoverthe causes of the downfall of feudalism in western Europe.

.

.

(2) The T k o y of W e s t m Europem Feudalism

Drawing on Dobb's description, we can define western European
feudalism as an economic system in which serfdom is the predominant
relation of production, and in which production is organized in and
mund the manorial estate of the lord. It is important to notice that.
this definition does not imply 'natural economy' or the absence of
money transactions or money calculation. What it does imply is that
markets are for the most part local and that long-distance tradeihile
not n e C e d y absent, plays no determhibg role in the purposes or
methods of production. The crucial feature of feudalism in this sense
is that it is a system of productim fm use. The meds of the c m munity are known and production is planned and organized with a
view to satisfying these needs. This has extremely important consquences. As Marx stated in Capita!, 'it is clear . . that in any given
economic formation of d e w , where not the exchange value but the
use valw of the product predominates, surplus labor 'will be limited
by a given set of wants which may be greeter or less, and that here
no botdless thirst for sarrplus l&or arises frm the d u r e of pmduction itself.," Thm is, in o t h a words, none of the 'pfiessure which
exists under capitalism for 'continual improvements in methods of
production. Techniques and forms of organhiation settle down in

.

a

Capital, I, p. 260. Italics added. (All rekrrnca to Capitd are to the Kar
edition).

established grooves. Where this is the case, as historical mat*
teaches, there is a very strong tendency for the whole life of society
to be oriented toward cuetom and tradition,
We must not conclude, howevcr, that such a system is necessarily
stable or static, .01le* t
of hmbiliqr is the campetition mcmg
the lords for land an8 m s a b WWtogether form the foundation of
power and pest@. This competition is the analogue of competition
for profits under capieelism, but its effects are quite different, It
gemrates a more or less contiauous state of warfare; but the &hsecurity of life and pussession, fpr from revolutionizing methods of
production aa apita$st competition does, d
y aaamtmtes the
mutual dependence of lord land msd and thus .reinforoes the basic
structure of feudal relaticm. Feudal warfare upsets, impoverishes, and
exhausts society, bat it has no tendency to transform it.
A socod elaaeDa of instability is to be fwnd in the growth of
popdatim. The s t n r n ~ rof th manor is such as to set h i t s to the
numbs of p1;Oducens it em employ a d the number of c-rs
it
can support, whik the isbgmt consematism 04 the Systeiir inhibits
overall expamion. Tbis does not mean, of come, that no growth is
possible, only that it tcads to lag behind population increase Younger
sons of .?e* are pwM out of tbe regular i i a m d of fmdd
society end go to maLe up the kind of vagrant mation-living on
alms or brigandage and supplying the raw mamial for mercenary
armies-which wae so characmistic of the Middle Ages. Such a ~ U T plus population, however, while contributing to. instability and insecuriy, exercises no creative or revoluti&g
idwnce-on feudal

society?
We may c d u d e j thn, that western Hnopean fe6dorZism, in spite
of & d c indw.ed '
,wzwa~~Witha.ver~~swn

.

bias h f a v m of--nm
ia

methods and ~ l a d m of
. pmduction. I tbinL we am j m i f i d in saying of it what Mtm said of India
before tbe paid of British rule: 'All the civil wacr, invasions, molutiom3conquests, famines .' .. did not go deeper than its surfacz~'
believe thpt-if Dobb bad tpken full account of this inherently consexvative a d change-&fins fhmactex of western Europe811 feudalism, he would. bad been obliged to altn tbe theorg which he puts
forward to account for its dhbtegmticm and decline in fhe later
Middle Ageg
rn

the c m m d y accepted q 1 m t i o n of the deDabb
dior of f=
foam:
' I€~n&htbe taMR@bt-atale vigomus *tim
and reclamation mvc,

mmt .af the twelfth anB tlmeeriah Cxauria &WC%
this axglment. I
thi~&however, that this is mt the case. The cdonkmtion movement seems

m ~ e b e e n ~ ~ the
e ~growthof
o f
tradepndc~mmod2typrod.u~
not e ma&strrh of the intend' expansive power of feudal d c t y . See
H d P-e,
Economic ond So& History of Mrdirwl Europe (Ntw
Y d , 1937), & -3,
ii.
M e Bum0; ed., A Handbook of Marxism (London, 1935), p. 182.

&.

We are often presented with the picture of a more or less stable economy
that was disintegrated by the impact of commerce acting as an external form
and demloping outside the system that it h 1 1 y overwhelms. We are given-an
interpretdtion of the transition from the old order to the new that finds the
dominant causal sequences within the. sphere of exchange between manorial
eamomy and the outside world. 'Natural economy' and 'exchange ecmomf
are two economic orders that cannot mix, and the presence of the latter, we
are told, is suf£icient to cause the former to go into dissolutioli (p.38).

.

Dobb does not deny the 'outstanding importance" of this process:
'That it was connected with the changes that were so marked at the end
of the Middle Ages is evident enough' (p. 38). But he fmds this
explanation inadequate because it does not probe deeply enough into
the effect of trade on feudalism. If we examine the problem more
closely, he argues, we shall find that 'there seems, in fact, to be as
much evidence that the growth of money economy per se led to an
intensification of serfdom as there is evidence that -it was the cause
of the feudal decline' @. 40). In support of this contention, he cites
a considerable body of historical data, the 'outstanding case' being
'the recrudescence of Feudalism in Eastern Europe at the end of the
fifteenth century-that "second serfdom" of which Friedrich Engels
wrote: a revival of the old system which was associated with the
growth of production for the market' (p.39). On the basis of such
data, Dobb reasons that if the only factor at work in western Europe
had been the rise of trade, the result might as well have been an intensification as a disintegration of feudalism. And from this it follows
that &ere must have been other factors at work to bring about the
actually observed result.
What were these factors? Dobb believes that they can be found inside the feudal economy itself. He concedes that 4he evidence is neither
v a y p l e n W nor conclusive,' but he feels that 'such evidence as we
possess strongly indicates that it was the inefficiency of Feudalism as
a system of production, coupled with the growing needs of the ruling
class for revenue, that was primarily responsible for its decline; since
this need for additional revenue promoted an increase in the pressure
on the producer to a point where this pressure becarae'literally unendurable' @. 42). The consequence of this growing pressuwwas that
'in the end it led to an exhaustion, or actual disappearance, of -'the
labour-force by which the system was nourished' (p. 43).
In other words, according to Dobb's theory, the essential cause of
the breakdown of feudalism was wereploitation of the labor force :
serfs deserted the lords' estates an masse, and those who remained
were too few aiid too overworked to enable the system to maiintain
itself on the old*basis. It was these developments, mther than the rise
of trade, which forced the feudal ruling class to adopt those expedients~cornmutationof labor services, leasing demesne lands to tenant
farmers, etc.-which finally led to the transformation of productive
relations in-'the comtryside.
(4) A Critique of Dobb's Tbury
In order to make his theory stand up, Dobb must show that the

4
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feubl ruliag.dosds growing need for m u e and the flight -ofs a f s

fnrmthelrndc~nbothk~~intmnsoffmccs~thgin
side the facial qmem. Let us see how he attempts to do this..
First with PC@
to the lo&' nneed,fa revenue. Hae Dobb c i m a
n m k of facto~owhich he regads as inherent in th feudel system.
Serfs-w a r held In amtempt pad were looked upon primarily as a
source of iacame @. 43 f.). The size of the parasitic dass tended to
expaad ar a d t of mtural gmwth of noble f d e s , sub-infeudadon, &.the
multiplication of r e t a i n e d of wbom 'had to be
supported from the muplus l a b of the strf population.' War and
brigandage 'swelled .the expense of feudal hmseh01ds' and 'spread
w e and dcvmtim aprr the land.' Finally, 'as the age of chivalry
advmoed, the e x t m ' v of
~ noble
~
households advanad also, with
their la*
feasts a d &y displays, vying in emulation in their
d t +ofmrcrpCjkdd @. 45).
Two of these f-slpegar-d
for the interests of the d s , and
war 'an& '
throughout the whole period, and if
--h
e
y
t
with the passage of the, this requires to
be exp1ained: it c~mrotsimply be tahm for granted as a natural f a ture of feudakm. Dobb makes no attempt to explain such a nmd,
bmwer; and even the s p d d drain which he amibuta to the cruSades.dming th decisive paid of feudal development is of doubtful
sigaihmce. Aha all, the cllfs8ders fought in the Em, aad tbey
nr~ylmedfotthemostpaa.dtht1Pnd;tbcmda~toa
cataia enem looting expeditions whichlxought materid mards to
their spo~sasand participants; and they were in .agOpart substi~acs.for,
rather thPn additions to, the hmmd' feud91 warfare of thc
thnc. On -the whole, it means to =.that these two factors provide
little'suppon for D&Ws themy.
M m , with tbt &T
~ W O famj
It is =&t
~y,the~~inthtdaof~@ticdPrs~dthegro~g
amvagrma of noble tmmhdh, Here we have pima fodr d d m a
ofa~dforincre~rtprmat.But~weaIsahomtthk:neclesscligs~pp~tf~~bbb'~~ismaed~\f~Thegrow
siacoftht~dcclrsswas~~bgagrowthdtheaafpopllation. 1CILorrorrr, thrargbont tbe Mddk Agg thae was pleaty of
. d ~ ~ l e l r n d t o k b m t g h t i m o i pfeh. r c e , w e i a e r n m v l y
cmsem&e nature, thc fetldrl spstem did
Wbenwc*a-dt2lbEfa*
theupper*
sin&aeprdone
may d doubt
tber theiew
siaabdKp&Elgw*latk
~wayortheotba,wedcaainly~tk-j-inattrr-g
~
v
c
~
r
n
~
f
~
.
Q~theatbaMdrarismremtohbtthdvdthe
cc of the feudal d i n g ctrrs: here the evidence is
. l P W b
in the ymu direction ~ u was
t tlds-growing
the
m v a g m o e P trend which can be egphhd .by the tun
feudal systemgor,docs it reflect .something that was happaring outside 5

&

the feudal system? It seems to me that on general grounds we should
expect the latter to be the case.. Even undm such a dynamic system as
capitalism, spontaneous changes in-consumers' tastes are of negligible
importance," and we should expect this to be true a fortiori in a tradition-bound societ~llike feudalism. .Moreover, once we look outside
the feudal system-we find ample reason for the growing extravagance
of the feudal ruling class: the rapid expansion of trade from the
eleventh century onward brought an ever-increasing quantity and
variety of goods within its reach. Dobb recognizes the existence of
this relation between trade and the needs of the feudal ruling class,
but it seems to me that he passes over it altogether too lightly. If he
had given it the weight it deserves, he could hardly have maintained
that the growing extravagance of the ruling class was due to causes
internal to the feudal system.
Let us now turn to the problem of the flight of the serfs from the
land. There is little doubt that this was an important cause of the
crisis of the feudal economy that characterized the fourteenth century.
Dobb assumes that it was due to the oppression of the lords (which in
turn had its origin in their growing need for revenue) and can thus
be explained as a process internal to the feudal system. But has he
made out a convincing case for this assumption?'
I think not. The serfs could not simply desert the manors, no
matter how exacting their masters might become, unless they had
somewhere to go. It is true, as I have argued above, that'feudal
society tends to generate a surplus of vagrant population; but this
vagrant population, constituting the dregs of society, is made up of
those for whom there is no mom on the manors, and it is hardly
realistic to suppose that any considerable number of serfs would deliberately abandon their holdings to descend to the bottom of the
social ladder.
This whole problem, however, takes on an entirely new aspect-to
which Dobb pays surprisingly little attention-when we recall that the
flight of the serfs took place simultaneously with the growth of thetowns,
especially in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. There is no doubt
that the rapidly developing towns-offering, as they did, liberty, employment, and improved social status-acted as a powerful magnet
to the oppressed rural population. And the burghers themselves, in
need of additional labor power and of more soldiers to enhance their
Thus, for example, Schumpeter feels justified in assuming that under capi-

...

talism 'consumers' initiative in changing their tastes
is negligible and
consumers' tastes is incident to, and brought about by,
producers' action,' Business Cycles, (New York, 1939), I, p. 73. Needless
to say, this assumption is in full accord with the Marxian theory of the
primacy of production over consumption.
' It should be stressed that it it an assumption, not an established fact.
Rodney Hilton, a student of ~nedievaleconomic history to whom Dobb
acknowledges indebtedness in the Preface, states in a review that 'there is
not anything like adequate statistical proof that an appreciable number of
peasants left their holdings for the reason stated [i-e., intolerable conditions of oppression],' Modern Qzuzrttwly, I1 (Summer, 1947), p. 268.
that all change in

military strength, made*every effort to facilitate the escape of the
serfs from tbe jurisdiction of their masters. 'There is frequently,'
Manr commented .ina letter to Engds, 'something quite pathetic about
the way the burghers in the twelfth century invite the peasants to
escape to the -cities." Against this background, the movement away
from the land, which would otherwise be incomprehensible, is seen
to be the natural c o ~ q u e n c eof the rise of the towns. No doubt the
oppression of which Dobb writes was an important factor in predisposing the serfs to flight, but acting by itself it could hardly have
produced an emigration of large prop~rcions.~
Dobb's theorg of the internal causation of the breakdown of feudalism could still be rescued if it could be shown that the rise of the
towns was a process internal to the feudal system. But as I read
Dobb, he would not maintain this. He takes an eclectic position on
tbe question of the
of the medieval towns but recognizes that
their grmth was generally in proportion to their importance as trading centem. Since trade can in no sense be regarded as a form of
feudal economy, it fduws that Dobb could hardly argue that the rise
of urban life was a consequence of internal feudal causes.
To sum.up this critique af Dobb's the0ry of the decline of feudalism: having neglected to analyse the laws and tendencies of western
European feudalism, he mistakes for immanent trends certain historical developments which in fact can only be explained as arising from
causes axtemal to the systern.
(5) M m on. .the Theory of tire DacIim of Feudalism
While I find Dobb's theory of the decline of feudalism unsatisfactory on s e v d counts, I rhinh he has nevertheless made'an important
contribution to the solution of the problem. Most of his specific critiasms of traditional theories are well taken; and it seems dear that
no theory which fdk to take into account the factors which Dobb
s~sses--esped;?ly the graying qtravagance. of the ruling class and
the fight of the skfs' &om the lad'&can be regarded as c o m a
Hence the foll~wingnotes and. sugg~stiohs:cjwe much to Dobb even
where they depaq,from Ms%@esls.
.
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the opposite. This is an important question to which we shalI r e d later.
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has usually been thought: the idea that trade equals 'money economy'
and that money economy is a natural dissolvent of feudal relations is
much too simple. Let us attempt to explore the relation of trade to
the feudal economy more closely."
It seems to me that the important conflict in this connection is not
bemeen 'money economy' and 'natural economy' but between production for the market and production for use. We ought to try to uncover the process by which trade engendered a system of production
for the market, and then to trace the impact of this system on the preexistent feudal system of production for use.
Any but the most primitive economy requires a certain amount of
trade. Thus the local village markets and the itinerant peddlers of the
European Dark Ages were props rather than threats to the feudal
order : they supplied essential needs without bulking large enough to
affect the structure of economic relations. When trade first began to expand in the tenth century (or perhaps even before), it was in the
sphere of long-distance, as distinguished from purely local, exchange
of relatively expensive goods which could stand the very high transport costs of the time. As long as this expansion of trade remained
within the forms of what may be called the peddling system, its effects
necessarily remained slight. But when it outgrew the peddling stage
and began to result in the establishment of localized trading and
transshipment centers, a qualitatively new factor was introduced. For
these centers, though based on long-distance exchange, inevitably became generators of commodity production in their own right. They
had to be provisioned from the surrounding countryside; and their
i- handicrafts, embodying a higher form of specialization and division
'
of labor than anything known to the madorial economy, not only
supplied the town population itself with needed products but also
provided commodities which the rural population could purchase
with the proceeds of sales in the town market. As this process unfolded, the transactions of the long-distance traders, which formed
the seed from which the trading centers grew, lost their unique importance and probably in the majority of cases came to occupy a
secondary place in the town economies.
We see thus how long-distance trade could be a creative force,
bringing into existence a system of produaion for exchange alongside

f
'

O
'

It should be noted that the problem of the growth of trade in the Middle
Ages is in principle separate from the problem of the decline of feudalism.
Granted the fact that trade. increased, wktever the reason may b e &em,
feudalism was bound to be influenced in certain ways. Thae is no space
here for a discussion of the reasons for the growth of trade; I will only
say that I find Pirenne's theory-which stresses the reopenidg of Mediterranean shipping to and from the westun porn in the e1;eveath century,
and the development by the Scandinavians of commercial routes from the
North Sea and the Baltic via Russia to the Black Sea from the tenth
century-to be quite convincing. But clearly one does not have to accept
Pirenne's theory ih order to agree that the growth of trade was the decisive
factor in bringing about the decline of western European feudalism.

the old feudal system of production for use." Once juxtaposed, the@
two systems n a t w d j kgan to act upon each other. Let us examine
som of the currents of inff~eacenmning fnnn the exchange economy

to the use economy.
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Here we have what is probably the key to the feudal ruling class's need
for increased revin the later Middle Ages.
Fmally3the rise of the towns, which were the centers and l m d e ~ ~
of exchange economy, opened up to the servile population of the
countryside the prospect of a freer and better life. This was undoubtedly the main cause of that fiight from the land which Dobb
rightly considers to have been one of the decisive factors in the decline of feudalism.
No doubt the rise of exchange economy had other effects on the
old order, but I think that the four which have been mentioned were
sufiiciently pervasive and powerful to ensure the breaking up of the
preexisting system of production. The superior efficiency of more
highly specialized production, the greater gains to be made by producing for the market rather than for immediate use, the greater
attractiveness of town life to the worker: these factors made it only
a matter of time before the new system,once strong ''ough to stand
on its own feet, would win out.
But the triumph of exchange economy does not necessarily imply
the end of either serfdom or demesne-farming. Exchange economy is
compatible with slavery, serfdom, independent selfsemployed labor, or
wage-labor. History is rich in examples of production for the market
by-dl these kinds of labor. Dobb i<theref&e questionably right in
rejecting the theory that the rise of trade automa6icaly brings &tb it
the liquidation of serfdom; and if serfdom is identified with feudalism, this is of course true ex dejki'tione,of feudalism too. The fact that
the advance of exchange economy actually went hand in hand with
the decline of serfdom is something which has to be explained; it
carmot simply be taken for granted.
In analyzing this problem we can, I think, safely pass over the
uneven character of the decline of serfdom in western Empe. Dobb
points out that for a time in some regions of westem Europe the progress of trade was accompanied by an intensification rather than
a relaxation of the bonds of serfdom. This is no doubt true and im.portant, and he succeeds in clearing up a number of a p p m t paradoxes. But these temporary and partial reversals of trend should not
be dowed to obscure the overall picture which is one of the steady
replacement of demesne-farming using serf labor by tenant farming
using either independent peasant labor or (to a much smaller extent)
hired labor. The real problem is to =count for this underlying mad.
It seems to me that of the complex of causes at w d , two stand
out as decisively important In the first place, the rise of the towns,
which was fairly general throughout westem Europe, did a great deal
more than merely offer a haven of refuge to those serfs who fled the
manors; it also altaed the position of those who remained behind.
Probably only a relatively axdl proportion of the total number of
serfs actually packed up and moved to the towns, but enough. did to
make the pressure of the higher standards enjoyed in the towns d e c tively felt in the countryside. Just as wages must rise in a low-wage
errs when workers have the possibility of moving to a high-wage
10
'

'

area, so concessions had to be made to serfs when they had the possibility of moving to the towns. Such concessions were necessarily in
the direction of more freedom and the transformation of feudal dues
into momy rents.
In the second place, while the manox could be, and in many cases
was, turned to production for the market, it was fundamentally inefiident and unsuited to that purpose. Techniques were primitive and
division of labor undeveloped. From an administrative point of view,
the manor was unwieldy: in particular there was no clear-cut separation of production from consumption, so that the costing of products
was almost impossible. Mo~over,everything on the manor was regulated by custom and tradition. This applied not only to the methods
of cultivation but also to the quantity of work performed and its
division between necessary and surplus labour : the serf had dutia,
- but he also had rights. This whole mass of customary rules and regulations constituted so many obstacles to the rational exploitation of
human and material resources for pecuniary gain." Sooner or later,
new types of produ&ve relations and new forms of organization had
to be found to meet the requirements of a-changed economic order.
Is this reasoning refuted by the 'second serfdom' of the sixteenth
century and after in eastern Europe, on which Dobb places so much
. stress? How did it happen that in this case the growth of opportunities to trade led to a dramatic and enduring intensification of the bonds
of serf d m ?
The answer to these questions will be found, I think, in the
geography of the second serfdom, in the fact that the phenomenon
becomes increasingly marked and severe as we move eastward away
from the center of the new exchange economy." At the center, where
town life is most highly developed, the agricultural. laborer has an
Dobb often seems to overlook this aspect of feudalism and to assume that
only the villein stood to gain from the abolition of serfdom. He tends to
forget that 'the enfranchisement of the peasants was in reality the enfranchisemment
of the landowner, who, having henceforth to deal with free
men -who were not attached to his land, could dispose of the latter by
qems of simple revdcable contracts, whose brief duration enabled him to
modify them in accordance with the increasing rent of the land," Pirenne,
A History of Europe from the fivmions to the XVI Century (New York,
1939), p. 533.
Pircnne gives the following graphic description: T o the west of the Elbe
the change had no particular consequences beyond a recrudescence of carvdes, prestati~ns,and arbitrary measures of every kind. But beyond the river,
in Bwndenburg, Prussia, Silesia, Austria, Bohemia, and Hungary, the most.
merciless advantage was taken of it. The descendants of the free colonists
of the thirteenth century were systematically deprived of their land and
reduced .to the position of personal serfs (Leibeigme). The wholesale exploitation of estates absorbed their holdings and reduced them to a servile
condition which so closely approximated to that of slavery that it was
permissible to sill the perpn of the serf independently of the soil. From
the middle ,of the sixteenth century the whole of the region to the east of
the' Elbe and the Sudctm Mountains became covered with Rirt&giiter exploited by .Bn%ers, who may be compared, as regards the degre of
humnnit displayed ih their treatment of their white slaves, with the planters of
West India,' ibid,. p. 534- .
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alternative to remaining on the soil; and this gives him, as it were,
a strong bargaining position. When the ruling class turns to production
for the market with a view to pecuniary gain, it finds it necessary to
resort to new, more flexible, and relatively progressive forms of exploitation. On the periphery of the exchange economy, on the other
hand, the relative position of the landlord and the agricultural laborer
is very different. The worker cannot run away because he has no
place to go: for all practical purposes he is at the mercy of the lord,
who, moreover, has never been subjected to the civilizing proximity
of urban life. When the expansion of trade instills a lust for g%in into
a ruling class in this position, the result is not the development of
new forms of exploitation but the intensification of old forms. Marx,
in the following passage (even though he was not specifically concerned
with the second serfdom in eastem Europe), went to"the root of the
matter :
As soon as people, whose production still moves within the lower forms of
slave-labor, corvee labor, etc., are drawn into the whirlpool of an international market dominated by the capitalistic mode of production, the sale
of their products for export becoming their principal interest, the civilized
horrors of overwork are wafted on the barbaric horrors of slavery, serfdom,

etc.'18

Dobb's theory holds that the decline of western European feudalism
was due to the overexploitation by the ruling class of society's labor
power. If the reasoning of this section is correct, it seems to me that it
would be more accurate to say that the decline of western European
feudalism was due to the inability of the ruling class to maintain control over, and hence to overexploit, society's labor power.
(6) What Came After Feudalism in Western Europe?

According to Dobbas chronology-which would probably not be
seriously disputed by anyone-westem European feudalism entered a
period of acute crisis in the fourteenth century and thereafter disintegrated, more or less rapidly in different regions. On the other hand,
we cannot speak of the beginning of the capitalist period until the
second half of the sixteenth century at the earliest. This raises the
following question: 'how are we to speak of the economic system in
the intervening period between then [i.e. the disintegration of feudalism] and the later sixteenth century: a period which, according to
our dating, seems to have been neither feudal nor yet capitalist so far
as its mode of production was concerned?' (p. 19). This is an important question, and we should be grateful to Dobb for raising it in
this clear-cut f o m .
Dobb's answer to his own question is hesitant and indecisive @. 1921). True, the feudal mode of production 'had reached an advanced
stage of disintegration'; 'a merchant bourgeoisie had grown to wealth
and influence'; 'in the urban handicrafts and in the rise of well-to-do
and middling-well-to-do freehold farmers one sees a mode of production which had won its independence from Feudalism'; 'the majority
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to h o w Dobb's meaning, lends support to this interpretation. According to Hill:
Mr. Dobb's definition of feudalism enables hipl to make clear what rural
England in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was like. He rejects the view
which identifies feudalism with labour services and attributes fundamental
significance to the abolition of serfdom in England. Mr. Dobb shows that
peasants paying a money rent (the overwhelming majority of the sixteenthcentury English countryside) may be dependent in numerous other ways on
the landlord under whom they live . Capitalist relations in agriculture
were sprtsding in sixteenth-century England, but over most of the country
the dominant relation of exploitation was still feudal . The knportant
thing is not the legal form of the relationship between lord and pepsant, but
the economic content of this relationship."

. .

. .

It seems to me that to-stretch the concept of feudalism in this way
is to deprive it of the quality of definiteness which is essential to
scientific usefuhess. If the fact that tenants are exploited by, and 'in
numerous ways' dependent on, landlords is the hallmark of feudalism,
we should have to conclude, for example, that certain regions of the
United States are today feudal. Such a desdption may be justified
for journalistic purposes; but if we we= to go on from there and
conclude that-the economic system under which these regions of the
United States live today is in fundamental respects identical with the
econpmic system of the.European Middle Ages, we should be well on
the way to serious confusion. I think the same applies, though
obviously in less extreme degree, if we.assume a fundamental identity
between the economic system of England in .the sixteenth century
and the econoqk system of Englanc! in the thirteenth century. And
yet to call them *both by the same name, or even to refrain from
giving th$m different
- :. .'mhesZ
.
is inevitably tq invite slich an assumptioq

How, then, shall we characterize the period betwen the 'end of
.feudalism and the beginning of capitalism? I think Dobb is on the
right track when he says that the 'two hundred-odd years which separated Edward 111from Elizabeth wee aitainly transitional in character' and that it is '&,and of outstanding irnpditmce for any proper
understanding of this transition, that the' disintegration of the feudal
mode of production had already reached an advanced stage befme the
capitalist mode of pmductiDn .developed, and-that .this disintegration
did not p m e d in my close wsodafkm with the growth of the new
mode of production within the wbmb of' tbe :old'
20). This seems
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capitalism to socialism is proceeding along some such lines as these;
and this fact no doubt makes it all the easier for us to assume that
earlier transitions must have been similar.
So far as the transition from feudalism to capitalism is concerned,
however, this is a serious error. As the foregoing statement by Dobb
emphazises, feudalism in western Europe was already moribund, if
not actually dead, before capitalism was born. It follows that the
intervening period was not a simple mixture of feudalism and capifeudal nor capitalist.
talism: the predominant elements were
This is not the place for a detailed discussion of terminology. I
shall simply call the system which prevailed in western Europe during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 'pre-capitalist commodity
production' to indicate that it was the growth of commodity production which first undermined feudalism and then somewhat later, after
this work of destruction had been substantially completed, prepared
the ground for the growth of capitalism." The transition from feudalism to capitalism is thus not a single uninterrupted process-similar
to the transition from capitalism to socialism-but is made up of two
quite distinct phases which present radically different problems and
require to be analysed separately.
It might be thought that this characterization of the transition from
feudalism to capitalism is in conflict with the traditional Marxian
view. But I think this is not so: all it does is to make explicit certain
points which are implicit in this view.
Although [Marx wrote] we come across the first beginnings of capitalist
production as early as the fourteenth or fifteenth century, sporadically, in
certain towns of the Mediterranean, the capitalistic era dates from the sixteenth century. Wherever it appears, the abolition of serfdom has long been
effected, and the highest development of the middle ages, the existence of
sovereign towns, has long been on the wane.

And again :
The circulation of commodities is the starting point of capital. Commodity
production and developed commodity circulation, trade, form the historzcal
25

I t is not necessary to specify that the period is nan- or post-feudal, since
commodity production and feudalism are mutually exclusive concepts. On
the other Band, capitalism is itself a form of commodity production, and
for this reason the qualification 'pre-capitalist' must be explicitly made.
It could be argued that the best name for the system would be 'simple
commodity production,' since this is a well-established concept in Marxian
theory. It seems to me, however, that to use the term in this way might lead
to unnecessary conhion. Simple commodity production is usually defined
as a system of independent prodwenr owaing their own means of production and satisfying their wmts by means of mukal exchange. Such a
thcorctical construction is useful for a number of reasons: for example, it
enables us to present the problem of exchange value in its simplest form;
and it also is helpful in clarifying the nature of classes and their relations
to the means of production. In pre-capitalist commodity production, however, the most important of the means of production-the
land-was
largely owned by a class of non-producers, and this fact is enough to differentiate the system sharply from the usual concept of simple commodity
production.

preconditions under which it arises. World trade and the world market open
up in the sikteenth century the modem life history of capitalP

Such statements, I think, unmistakably imply a view of the transition from feudalism to capitalism such as I have suggested."
We should be careful not to push this line of reasoning about the
transition from feudalism to capitalism too far. In particular, it seems
to me that it would be going too far to classify pre-capitalist cornmodity production as a social system sui generir, on a par with feudalism, capitalism and socialism. There was no really dominant relation of
production to put its stamp on the system as a whole. There were still
strong vestiges of serfdom and vigorous beginnings of wage-labor, but
the forms of labor relation which were most common in the statistical
sense were pretty clearly unstable and incapable of providing the basis
of a viable social order. This holds especially of the relation between
landlords and working tenants paying a money rent ('the overwhelming majority of the sixteenth-century English countryside,' according
to Christopher Hill). Marx analyzed this relation with great care in a
chapter called "The Genesis of Capitalist Ground Rent,' and insisted
that it could be properly understood only as a transitional form:
The transformation of rent in kind into money rent, taking place first sporadically, then on a more or less national scale, requires a considerable development of commerce, of city industries, of the production of commodities in
general, and with them of the circulation of money.
Money rent, as a
converted form of rent in kind and as an antagonist of rent in kind is the last
form and at the same time the form of the dissolution of the type of ground
rent which we have considered so far, namely ground rent as the normal form
of surplus value and of the unpaid surplus labor which flows to the owner of
the means of production.
In its further development money rent must
. either to the transformation of land into independent peasantsg
lead
property, or into the form corresponding to the capitalist mode of production,
that is to rent paid by the capitalist tenant?

...

..

...

Moreover, this is not the ody type of unstable relation in the precapitalist commodity-producing economy. Dobb has shown in a very
Capita& I, p. 787 and 163. I have translated this passage anew. T h e M a m
and Aveling translation is inaccurate and omits the emphasis which appears in the original.
" I have, of course, selected these particular quotations from Marx for their
conciseness and clarity. Bvlt obviously isolated quotations can neither prove
nor disprove the point. The reader who wishes to make up his own mind
about Marx's view of the transition from feudalism to capitalism will have
to study carefully at least the following parts of Capiral: I, Part viii; and
111, ch. 20 and 47.
In some respects, the recently published manuscripts which Marx wrote
during the winter of 1857-58 in preparation for the Critique of Political
Economy are even more valuable in throwing light on his ideas about the
nature of the transition from feudalism to capitalism : see Grundrisse dm
Kririk dm politischen Obnomia (Rohentwurfl, Manr-Engels-Lenin Institute (Moscow, 1939), especially the section entitled 'Formen die der kapitalistischen Produktion vorhergehn' which begins on I, p. 375. An adequate examination of this source, however, would require a long article-by
itself; and I can only say here that my own interpretation of Marx, which
was fully formed before the Grundrisse became available to me, was confirmtd by this new material.
Capital, 111, ch. 47, p. 926 f. Changes have been made in the Untermann
translation.
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Pllp duu and ilh.qdnating: I would k &lined to rate it the high
point of the dole v01-e.
But thuc an two &=ti, d-1y * g k d d
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p. 123. The i n t d 9-Gs
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are froni Capiid, 111, p. 393 f.

Again :
The opening of the seventeenth centurywitnessed the beginnings of tk
important shift in the centre of gravity: tht rising predominance of a &ss
of merchant-employers from the ranks of the craftsmen themselves among
the yeomanry of the large companieo'the' process that Marx described at
the 'really revolutionary way' @. 134).

And later, after a lengthy analysis of the failure of capitalist production d e w early and promising beginnings, to develop in certain
areas of the contiwnt, Dobb says :
When seen in @e light of a comparative study of capitalist development,
Manr's conteation that'at this stage the rise of a class of industrial capitalists
from the ranks of the producers themselves is a condition ~f any revolution*
ary transformation of production begins to acquire a central importance
(p. 161).
-

It is noteworthy, however, that Dobb admits thqt 'the details of
this process are far from clear, and then is little evidence that bears
directly upon it' @. 134). In fact, so Iittle evidence, even of an indirect character, seems to be available that one reviewer felt constrained to remark that 'it would have been-de-eable- to find 'mofc'
evidence for the view, derived fradn Marx,' that the really-revoldonary transformation of production and the breaking of the c-01
of
merchant capital over production, was accomplished by men coming
from the ranks of f-er
craftsmen?'
I think, however, that-the real trouble here is not so much a lack of
evidence (for my part, I doubt if evidence of the requiml
exists)
as a misreading of M-. Let us reproduce the entire passage in which
Marx speaks of the 'really rev01~~011ary
way':
The &tion
from the feudal mode of production takes t~&. :mads. The
producer becomes a merchant and capitalist, in contiadistinction from agricultural natud economy rusd -the guild-encircled handicrafts of medieval
town industry. This is the really revolutionary way. Or the merchant takes
possession in,a
way of production, While this way serves historically
as 'a mode of transition-instance the English clothier of the seventeenth
century, who brings the weairem, although they reinpin independently at
work, under his control by selling wool to them and buykg cloth from themnevertheless it cannot by itself do much for the overthrow of the OMmcxie
of production, but rather preserves it a d . uses it as its prrmisrs

As can be readily seen, Marx does not say anything about capiealias
rising fnrm 'the nmks of tbe handicraft producers. It is, $of course,
quiti true that the expression usad by Mmx-'the p d q m becomes a
merchant and capitdistY.-mighthave that implication; but it might
equally well 'mean that the producer, whate* his baeltgroulid, starts
out as both a merchant and an .employer of wagdabor. It seems to
me that the WhOk-can* goes to show.that the:latter is the more
reasonable interpretation. What mar^ was ~~~~tnmting,
I believe, was
the hunching of full-fiedged capitalist enterprises with the slow
Perez agorin in SCIENCE

& SOCIETY, XII

(Spring, 1948), p. 280 f.

development of the putting-out system. There is no indication thor
he was concerned about producers' rising from the ranks. Moreover,
when he does deal explicitly with this problem in the first volume of
Capitd, what he says is quite impossible to reconcile with Dobb'r
interpretation of the above-quoted passage.
The genesis of the industrial capitalistb[Manwrote] did not procad in
such a gradual way as that of the farmer. Doubtless many small guildmasters, and yet more independent s d artism, or even -labtransformed themselves into small capitalists, and (by gradually extenduqg
exploitation of wage-labor and corresponding accumulation) into full-blown
capitalists
The snail's-pace of this h o d co-ded
in no wise with
the commercial requirements of the new world market that the great discoveries of the end of the fifteenth century created.m

...

A

These are the opening remarks of a chapter entitled 'Gemsis of the
Industrial Capitalist'; most of tbe rest of the chapter i s devoted to describing the methods of trade and plunder by which large amounts of
capital were brought together much more rapidly than this 'snail'space.' And while Manr says very little about the actual methods by
which these accumulations found their way into industry, it is hardly
credible that he wbuld have assigned an important role in the process
to the producer risen from the ranks.
If we interpret Marx to mean that the 'really revolutionary way'
was for those with disposable capital to l m c h full-fledged capitalist
enteqrises without going though the intermediate stages of tbe puttingsut system, we shall, I think, have little difliculty in finding a
wealth of evidence to support his contention. Nef has shown conclusively (of course without any reference at all to Marx) that what
he calls the h t industrial revolution in England (about 1540 to 1640)
was vug largely c h m - d
by precisely this End of investment in
such 'new' industries as mining, metallurgy, brewing, sugar reiining,
soap, alum, glass, and salt-making.* And the proof &at it was a
'=ally moiutionary way' was provided by the results of England's
first industrial mrolution: economic supremacy over all rival nations
and the Grst bourgeois politicad revohtion.
I tlpm now to the second-of Dobb's theses on the rise of capitalism
which scans to me to require critical examination. Herr I can be
briefer.
Dobb sees the process of original accumdation as involving two
quite distinct phases @. 177 ff.). First, the rising bmqgeoisie acquires
at bug& prices (or in the most favorable case for nothing: e.g.,
the church lairds under Henry Vm) certain assets and claims to
wealth. In this phase, wealth is not only transferred to the bourgeoisie;
it is also concentrated in fewer hands. Second, and later, cows the
reahtion phase. Dobb writes that
of no less importance thrn the first phase of the process of accumulation was
the second and coinpletiag phase, by which the objof the original ac-

" Ibiil, I, p. 822.
" J. U.'Nef., In&

mul Gwmrmat in Prance and Englond, 1540-1640
(PBiladelphia, 194% especially cb. 1 and 3.
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ulation were realized or sold (at least in part) in order to make possible
an actual investment in industrial production-a sale of ,the original objects
of accumulation in order with the proceeds to acquire (or to bring into existence) cotton machinery, factory buildings, iron foundries, raw materials and
labour-power (p. 183).

So far as I can see, Dobb offers no evidence at all of the existence
of this realization phase. Nor is this surprising because it seems to me
equally clear that there are no reasons to suppose that such a phase
must have existed or actually did exist. As Dobb himself makes
perfectly plain, the assets acquired and concentrated in fewer hands
during the acquisition phase were of various kinds, including laad,
debt-claims, and precious metals: in other words, frozen and liquid
assets alike. He recognizes, too, that this was the period during which
the bourgeoisie developed banking and credit machinerg for turning
its frozen assets (especially the public debt) into liquid assets. Under
the circumstances, it is impossible to see why the bourgeoisie should
be under any compulsion to sell in order to realize capital for industrial investment. Further, it is impossible to see what class could buy
assets from the bourgeoisie in order to supply it with liquid funds.
Naturally, this does not mean that individual members of the bourgeoisie could not or did not sell assets to other members of the same
class or to members of other classes in order to acquire funds for
industrial investment, but there was surely no other class to which
the bourgeoisie as a whole could sell assets in this period of capitalist
development.
Actually Dobb, aside from asserting the necessity and importance
of the realization phase, makes very little of it. When it comes down
to analysing the necessary pre-conditions for industrial investment, he
shows that the required complement to acquisition on the part of the
bourgeoisie was not realization by the bourgeoisie, but the break-up
of the old system of production and especially dispossession of enough
landworkers to form a class willing to work for wages. This is certainly correct, and I can only regret that Dobb's reiterated statements
about the importance of the realization phase may serve to divert the
attention of some readers from his excellent treatment of the essential
problems of the period of original accumulation.

11. A REPLY
Paul S1A#zy's article on the transitian from feudalism to capitalism
raises in a dear and stimulating manner a number of important issues,
discussion of which can only be beneficial to an understanding both
of historid development and of Marxism as a method of studying
that devdojxaem. May I state at the outset that I personally welcome
his mdbution to such discussion as a dist.inguished challenge
fmtkr rtbugbtand study? With a good deal of what he says I feel
no disagmemmt*In stme places where he dissents from what I have
said, the ~
~ between~ us is one
c of emphasis
e
and of formulatim
But in anc or t ~ p oplaces a more fundamental diffimmce over method
md analysis seems to emerge; and hue I f d that his interpretatim
is lnis];e-*
(1) First, I aar not quite dear whether Swsezy rejects my definition of feudalism m merely considers it to be incomplete. This defii
-q as he sow, rests an a virtual ideatihtion of feudalism with
d & - i f by the."latteris meant, not merely the performance of
obligataq sawkes, but exploitation of the producer by virtue of direct
p o f i t h - k & r l - - ~ ~ aIfnhe
. ' meam tbat feudalism thus defined
a
3
sa-g
wid@ thon
d m 1form.of Emopean economy
Pnd embraces a wide variety of types which (in any fuller study of
fktdabm) &servecadnl - a d y i s , I d
y agrae. But in. referring
t6@ ' ' s s ; t s ~d podu@tim' he? he to be saying somahhg other
thrm tbb, d tank
a system of production with a mode
d pmddan in h z d i s mm. What p d d y a sgspm of
prwkctim is intended to cover I am not clear, But what follows hdc a a c ~ d m tthe mm-is irmnasa to inch& the relatiom baween the
pdfloer, and his iaetkt*Then pn ~~ hints that these relaons of
d s n g e @y comrr~nwith rclatioris of .pmhction) are the focixs
of attention in Sw#zyg interpretation 'of the hiatorid process. (He
regads 'the crudrl bfatme'of feadalis& for example, as kiDg%crt
it is a system of production fam.9
. If this is so, the31 I think we have a fundamental issue bemeen us.
The &&tition which I was wing in my Studies was advisedly in t a n s
of the datictm of production -tic
of W s m : namely
the relati- between the direct producer and his ovalord. The
coercive d a t i d p , cywsisting in the direct atraction of the surplus
labour of producers by the ruling class, was ccmditiaed, of course, by
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' Swcezy s u m s that
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such a widening of &.tam b unsatisfactory since
of direct upoli8ico-kgalcl>mpulsion over labour may be found at

.

o s i d c l p ~ p a i o d s 0 f ~ r y ; M d i modernrimes*wheresuch
n
dcmmts m t e , fbey would on this &oil.
-atitute! thc fonn of.
aymmy m q u d m fkudal; but if they are d
y incidental and rubonhate, tbdr paeaa no
to do w, than does the'inadcntal
aastma of hirrd ~
~ d c e touumstitutc ra particular society capitalist.bmrrfthem
d cases whirh Swecz~rhas in mind, oom-

p*On

t
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a certain level of development of the productive forces. Methods of
production were relatively primitive, and (so far as the producers'
own subsistence, at least, was concerned) were of the type of which
Marx spoke as the 'petty mode of production,' in which the producer
is in possession of his means of production as an individual producing
unit. This I regard as the crucial characteristic; and when differknt
economic forms- have this characteristic in common, this common element which they share is of greater significance than other respects
in which they may differ (e.g., in the relation of production to the
market). Admittedly this production-relationship is itself capable of
considerable variation, according to the form which the compulsoj
extraction of the surplus product takes: e.g., direct labour services or
the appropriation of tribute either in kind or in money.' But the distinction between these does not correspond to that between 'westerq
European feudalism,' which Sweezy thinks that I should have distinguished and concentrated upon, and feudalism in eastern Europe
(although in Asiatic feudalism the tributary relationship would seem
to have predominated and to have given this its distinctive impress).
While there were important differences undoubtedly between con- 4
:
ditions in western and eastern Europe, there were also striking simi- " larities as regards 'the form in which unpaid surplus labor was
pumped out of the direct producersa; and it is my belief that the desire to represent 'western European feudalism' as a distinctive genus
and to endow it alone with the title of 'feudal' is a product of bourgeois historians and of their tendency to concentrate upon juridical
characteristics and diflerentia
#

(2) Regarding the 'conservative and change-resisting character of
western Europesn feudalism,' which needed some external force to aslodge it, and which I am accused of neglecting, I remain rather sceptical. T N ~of, course, that, by contrast with capitalist economy, feudal
society was exmmely stable and inert. But this is not t o say that
feudalism had no tendency within it to change. To say so would be
to make it an exception to the general Marxist law of development that economic society is moved by its own i n t d contradictions. Actually, the feudal M o d witnessed considerable changes in
techniquei8 and the later centuries of feudalism shbwed marked dif-

*

See Marx's analysis of 'Labor Rent, Rent in Kind and Money Rent,'
. Capital, 111. I would particularly draw attention to the passage in the
course! of Mad8 treatment of this subject in which he says: 'The specific
economic form in which unpaid surplus labour is pumped out of the direct

producers determines the &tion of rulers and ruled, as it grows immediately
out of production itself and reacts upon it as a determining element
It is .always the ditect relation of the owpen of the conclitions of production to the direct producers which meab the innermost secret, the hidden
foundation of the en& social comtmdon
The form of this relation
betweem rulers and ruled naturally correspond's always with a definite stage
in the development of the methods of labor and of its productive social
power. This docs not p e n t t2le same economic basis from showing infinite variations and gradations in its appearance, even though its principal
conditions are everywhere the same,' Capital, 111, p. 919.
' Molly Gibs, Feudal Order (London, 1949), p. 5-7, 92 f.
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ferences from those of early feudalism. Moreover, it would seem to
be not to western Europe but to the East that we have to look for
the most stable fonns: in particular, to Asiatic forms of tributary
serfdom. And it is to be noted that it was of the form where surplus
labour is appropriated via dues in kind-and of this form specifically
-that Marx spoke asX'quite suitable for becoming the basis of stationary conditions of society, such as we see in Asia."
Sweezy qualif~eshis statement by saying that the feudal system is
not necessarily static.. All he claims is that such movement as occurs
'has no tendency to transform it.' But despite this qualification, the
implication remains that under feudalism class struggle can play no
revolutionary role. It occurs to me that there may be a confusion at
the root of this denial of revolutionary and transforming tendencies.
No one is suggesting that class struggle of peasants against lords gives
rise, in any simple and direct way,.to capitalism. What this does is to
modify the dependence of the petty mode of production upon feudal
overlordship and eventually to shake loose the small producer from
feudal exploitation. It is then from the petty mode of production (in
the degree to which it secures independence of action, and social
differentiation in turn develops withinit) that capitalism is born. This
is a fundamental point to wliich we s h d return.(3) In the course of supporting his own thesis that an internally
stable feudalism could only be disintegrated by the impact of an external force6-trade and markets-Sweezy represents my own view as
being that the decline of feudalism was solely the work of internal
forces and that the growth of trade had nothing to do with the process.
He seems to see it as a question of either internal conflict or external
forces. This strikes me as much too simplified, even mechanical, a
presentation. I see it as an interaction of the two; although with primary emphasis, it is true, upon the internal contradictions; since these
would, I believe, operate in any case (if on a quite different timescale), and since they determine the particular form and direction of
the effects which external influences exert. I am by no means denying that the growth of market towns and of trade played an important
role in accelerating tlk disintegration of the old mode of production.
What I am asserting is that trade exercised its influence to the extent
that it accentuated the internal conflicts within the old mode of production. For example, the growth of trade (as I pointed out in my
Studies in several places, e.g., p. 60-62 and 253 f.) accelerated the
process of social Merentiation within the pew mode of production,
creating a kulak class, on the one hand, and a semi-proletariat, on
the other. Again, as Sweezy emphasizes, towns acted assmapets to
fugitive serfs. I am not much concerned to argue whether this flight
of serfs was due more to the attraction of these urban magnets (and
Cupiral, 111, p. 924.

His reference to 'historical developments which in fact can only be ex-

plained as arising from causes external to the system' leaves us in no doubt
that this is his view.

alternatively in some parts of Europe to the lure of free land) or to
the repulsive force of feudal exploitation. Evidently it was a matter
of both, in varying degrees at different times and places. But the
specific effect which such flight had was due to the specific character
of the relationship between serf and feudal exploiter-6
Hence I do not agree that I am called upon to 'show that the
feudal ruling class's growing need for revenue and the flight of serfs
from the land can both be explained in terms of forces operating inside the feudal system,' or 'that the rise of towns was a process
internal to the feudal system.' (although to some extent I believe that
the latter is true, and that, precisely because feudalism was far from
being a purely 'natural economy,' it encouraged towns to cater for its
need of long-distance trade). At the same time, I think that Sweezy
is wrong in asserting that there is necessarily correlation between
feudal disintegration and 'nearness to centers of m e . ' In my Studies
I cited several pieces of evidence to rebut the simplified view which
has been popularized by the vulgar theorists of 'money economy.' Of
these I will repeat here only two. It was precisely in the backward
north and west of England that serfdom in the form of direct labour
services disappeared earliest, and in the more advanced south-east,
with its town markets and trade routes, that labour services were most
stubborn in their survival. Similarly, in many parts of eastern Europe
intensification of serfdom in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was
associated with the growth of trade, and the correlation was, not between nearness to markets and feudal disintegration (as Sweezy
claims), but between nearness to markets and strengthening of serfdom (cf. my Studies, p. 38-42). These facts are mentioned by Sweezy.
Yet this does not prevent him from maintaining that it was only 'on
the periphery of the exchange economy' that feudal relations were
proof against dissolution.
The fact that the 'system of production' on which Sweezy focuses
attention is more concerned with the sphere of exchange than with
relations of production is indicated by a rather surprising omission in
his treatment. He nowhere pays more t&m incidental attention to
what has always seemed to me a crucial consideration: namely, that
the transition from coercive extraction of surplus labour by estateowners to the use of free hired labour must have depended upon the
existence of cheap labour for hire (i.e., of proletarian or semi-proletarian elements). This I believe to have been a moie fundamental
factor than proximity of markets in demmining whether the old
social relations survived or were dissolved. Of course, there was interaction between this- factor and the growth of trade: in particular (as
I have &ady mentioaed) the effect of the latter upon the process of
social differentiation within the petty mode of production. But this

' Incidentally,

I agree entirely with the important consideration which
Sweezy stresses that it was not so much the magnitude of the flight to the
towns which was significant, but that the threat of it (accompanied perhaps
by no more than a small movement) might suffice to force the lords into
making concessions, seriously weakening to feudalism.

feaot must, surely, have played a dcdsive role in determining tk
p&
dect which trade had in different places and at differrat

periods? Possibly Sweezy plays down this factor because he thinks it
too oawlous to stress; or possibly beawe he is thinlring of the leasing
of farms for a money rent as the immediate successor of labourservioes. Tbis latter cumideration brings us to his q u a o n : What
cam after fadalism in Europe?'

(4) I entirely agne with S w e q in regarding economic society in
the fourteenth catmy and the end of the
-th
as being cormplar and transiti~al~
in the sense that *h
old
was in process of rapid disintegration and new economic forms were
sim-ly
appearing. I Plso agree with him in think& that during this paid rbe petty mode of production was in process of emancipating itself from feudd exploitation, but was not yet subjected (at
kpw in any @pi£icant degree) to capitalist relations of production,
which m e eventually to destroy i t Moreover, I rrgord the mognit i o a d t h i s f a c t a s n i ~ t ~ l l l l ~ l t ~ e U D d e ~ d the
i n gpassa
of eftam
feydalism to c a p i m But Sweuy goes further thm this. He speaks
of it as d t i d in a scase which d u d e s the possibility of its still
bdng fcudal (even if a feudal eccmosny at an advanced stage. of dissdutb). Tbae seem to me to k point in doing this d y if one
wishes to spd: d it as a distinct mode of productionsui g d L
w ~ i s h e i t h e v f TMB
~ ~i s : ~t o -~g piy m
~ ind~bp~rsibk pamixbe; mi Sweezy q p s in not arishing to go so far as this.
In the fiaPl pictan, thedore, theas two centuries are apparently left
saqeadd.u i t l d ~ ~ in
1 the
y firmemcnt between heaven and earth.
lo. the pmxsi d &tc&d cbdm tbcy have to be classified as
h a n e b hybrkk. Whik &is sort of r t m might be adequate
enough in o purely evolutionary view of historical developttedlt through
western Europe between

sud~~orsta~Isuggest~titwillmtdoforarev
lutionarg view of bistorid devdopmmt4 view of history as a sucasion-of class systems, w$h social mlution (in the sense of a transfer of-.powerficnn one class to mothex) as the m c i d meohanism of
bisposcal t m u f o ~ ~ ~ t i .
he a u c qutstiun
~
WE&
Sweezp has 8pp-tlyfaileci
to a ~ l r(or
ifhehas,~wouldaarmtohavebupkjedthe~we~toit)isthis:
what
was the ntling class of tbLp period? Shx (as Sweezy himself magaises) there was ~ lpet
t M o p e d capitalist production, it cannot
have been a capitdist dasa If one amwen that it was 80methhg.
i n m e d i a e between fkmdal and capitalist, in the shape of a bour.: geoisie which bad not.y&t.invested
its capital in the development of a
bourgeois modl d p&dan,-then me is in -the PokrovsLg-bog of
'merchant cepitajism.' If k m&mt bourge0:isie f o d tbe ruling
class, then the state must have been some kind of bourgeois state.
Andeif the state was-abmqpois state h d y , not only in the sixh t h mtury but ernn at tbe beginning of the fifteenth, what constitute# the essential tssue of the seventeenth century civil war? It
cznnot (according to this view) have been the bourgeois revolutio~~
,

We are left with some such supposition as the one advanced in a preliminary discussion of the matter some years ago: that it was a struggle against an attempted counter-revolution staged by Crown and
Court against an aIready existent bourgeois state power.' Moreover,
we are faced with the alternative of either denying that there was any
crucial historical moment describable as the bourgeois revolution, or
of seeking for this bourgeois revolution in some earlier century at or
before the dawn of the Tudor age.
This is a matter which has occupied a good deal of discussion
among Marxist historians in England in the last few years. The larger
question of the nature of the absolute states of this epoch was also
the subject of discussion among Soviet historians just before the war,
If we Rjea the alternatives just mentioned, we are left with the view
(which I believe to be the right one) that the ruling class was still
feudal and that the state was still the political instrument of its rule.
And if this is so, then this ruling class must have depended for its income on surviving feudal methods of exploiting the petty mode of
production. True,since trade had come to occupy a leading place in
the economy, this ruling class had itself an interest in trade (as also
had many a medieval monastery in the heyday of feudalism), and
took certain sections of the merchant bourgeoisie (specially the export
merchants) into economic partnership and into political alliance with
itself (whence arose many of the figures of the hew Tudor aristocracy').
Hence, this late, dissolving form of feudal exploitation of the period
of centralised state power had many differences from the feudal exploitation of earlier centuries; and admittedly in many places the
feudal 'integument" was wearing very threadbare. True.also, feudal
exploitation of the petty mode of production only rarely took the classical form of direct labour services, and had assumed predominantly
the form of money rent. But as long as political constraint and the
pressures of manorial custom still ruled economic relationships (as
continued to be the case over very hrge areas of the English countryside), and a free market in land was absent (as well as free labour
be said to have shed
mobility), the form of this exploitation c-ot
its feudal form-even if this was a degenerate and rapidly disintegrating form.
In this connection I would draw attention to the fact that in the
passage about money rent which Sweezy quotes from Marx (Capitol,
111, ch. 47), the money rent of which Marx is here speaking is not yet
capitalist ground mt, with the fanner as an independent tenant paying a contractual rent, but is still (by manifest implication) a form of
feudaZ rent, even if a dissolving form ('money rent, as a converted form
of rent in kind and as an antagonist of rent in kind is ilk last fwnt
and at the smne time the fonn of dissolutim of the type of ground
rent which we have considered so far. . .'). Earlier in the same section Marx says: 'the basis of this rent remains the same as that of
the rent in kind, from which it starts* The direct producer still i s the
P. F., ixi the course of 8 discussion on Christopher Hill's booklet, The

.

English Revolution 1640, in th Lubour MmtUy (1941).

. ..

..

possessor of the land
and he has to perform for his landlord
.;
f o . surplus labor . . . and this forced surplus labor is now p W
in money obtained by the sale of the surplus p d u c t ' @. 926).

(5) On the two final points of SweeeJI's criticism I will ag to
brief. Of the outstanding role played at the d a m of capitalism
capitalists who had been spawned by the petty mode of
suggest that there is abundant evidence: whatever the
pretation may be of that crucial passage from Marx's dis
matter (and I still think it bears the intapretation cu~tomar
upon it). Some of this evidence I quoted in my studies
is doubtless a matter deserving of more research th
hitherto. But tbe importance of the rising small and middle
geoisie of this period hns already baai shown by Tawgey, for
There is accumulating evidence thnt the significance of Mak e m s ,
prise in the VUBS
can hardly be o w w a t e d . Tbm an signs 4;
him at a quite early date, .hiring rhe labour of the poorer 'cotter' and
in the sixteenth anany pioneering m w and improved methods of -4
closed f&ng on a fairly extensive scale. Hisaorians of this prid
have recently pointed out that a distinctive featwe of English dc;
velqment in in Tudor age was the ease with which these klaL!
yeomen farmers.rose to become minor gentry, purchasing manors an8joining the ranla of the squirrarchy. It may well be (as Kosminslrg
has suggested) that tbey played a leading role even in the Peasant&
Revolt in 1381. Undoubtedly they prospmed greatly (as employers a@ labour) fnrm the falliog 4 wages of the Tudor Inflation; and small=
gentry.andrisiag kdab were or@of tbe country cloth indusn~
on M extensive scale. Evidently tbey we= a most hpo-t
driving
force in tbt'-ds
rett01ution of tbe seventeenth cm~twrg,
in parZiahr the k
s of czmmvell's New Model Army: Moreover,
the faa that they were is, I believe, a lay to understanding the clam
ali-ts
of the bourgeois revolution: in particular the reason why
merchant capital, far fnxq always playing a progressive rok, - was .
often to be found allied with 'fmddreaction.
Similarly, in the urban a a f t gilds thm were many entrepmeum
.of a M a r type9 who took to aade and employed poorer craftma
m the pwhtg-oue system. I have mg$esad(and if I remember rightly
the s
u orighdly
~
~from U n d ) that these developmema
m m r r t s to be OM
among the gilds i t
aatlrry and the beginning'of the seventeenth :
of th new Stuart c~lpomtioos.So far as one
it was the country clothiers) who we=
finn supporm~oftbe Eq@$~hrrvoluti~r]l,and not the rich patentees,
such rn dlp& of ,dash Nef =hPstalked3 maay of whom were royalist '
since they aill &padad on privilege end &rived thdr privilege frorn
camin&-.
I-otsa
h u w t h e ~ c e o thisihwof
f
de- -.

~~

a

:

The passage of mink whkh Sweezy quotes, referring to little aridam th.t
kur c k d y opm it,' relates to 'the dctaS1s of the.procad ihd llot to the
dstenceof this typeof c z ~ p t i ~ a t o t b c r o i e ~ h c p l a ~ .
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velopment in generating the first, pre-industriai-revolutien,. stage of
capitalism can possibly be denied.' Even-at the time of -the hd&d
revolution many' of tlk-new entrepreneurs 'were mall med
hi$
~tzirtedas !merchant-manufacturers' of the putting-out systh. True,
itl some industries (e.g., iron, copper and brass), w h m larger-capitals
were needed, it was already different. But it was conditions of tcthnique which determined whether the small capitalist, risen from the
ranks, could or could not become a pioneer of tbe mew mode of pro- duction; and until the technical changes aatxiafed with the indirstrial
revolution (some of which, it is tm, *werealready -co
two
turies before 1800)-the small capitalist could still play a leading mle.

1

.

(6) With regard to the so-called 'redsation phase' in-theaccumulation process, I must acknowledge that Sweezy has laid. his finger on
a weak place in the analysis, about which I myself had doub, iind on
which I was aware that the evidence was inadequrin. Whether such a
dhase exists or not does not affect my main contention-; since this was
that dispossessiotr of others is the essence of the accumulating process,
and not merely the acquisition of particular categories 'of wealth by,
capitalists. This is not to deny, however, that the bourgeois-enrich- \
ment aspect of the matter had a place8 in which cake I believe-that .
the distinguishing of the 'two phasesyretains some impmmce. I suggest that it is a topic to which Marxist research might uSefully b e
directed; and I continue to think that 'the second phase" is a hypothesis .which corresponds.to somethin2 actual. We can agree that it was not a case of the bourgeoisie realising
~sseb,~previously
accumulated, to some neu, el& Indged, there is no
need for them-ta do so as a etas, since, once a proletariat hiis been
mated, the only 'cust' $0 the bourgeoisie as a whole in the extension
of capitalist productian is the subsistence which they have to advance
to workers (in-the form of wagesfact of which the classical economists were well aware. Ownership of land and country houses, etc.,
did not of itself assist them in providing &is subsistence. Even
if they could have sold their pmpedes to third parties, this would not
necessarily-leaving foreign trade apart-have augmented the 'subsistence fund for capitalist society as a whole. But what is the. case
for the class as a whole may not be the case for one section of it,
which (as Swcezy implies) may be handicapped by lack of &dent
liquid funds to serve as working capital; and there may well be substan* Sweezy quotes lbkrx's reference to such developments as proceeding 'at a
snail's pace,' compared with the full possibilities of expansion. But so was
the development of capitalism 'at a ail's pace' (relatively to later developments) in the period of 'the infancy of capitafist production' of which
Marx is here speaking. It was, surely, because of this that the transformation could only be completed after the new bourgeoisie had won political
power, and (as Marx says later in the same chapter) had begun to 'employ
the power of the State
to hasten, hothouse fashion, the process of
transformation of the feudal mode of production into the capitalist mode,
and to shorten the transition'. Then, but only then, could the snail's pace
of earlier development be accelerated and the gromd laid for the rapid
growth of the industrial revolution.

...
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tid m
g in speelring of one stratum of the bourgeoisie (imbued
with a desire to buy labour power : i.e, to invest in production) sellhag
nal estate or bonds to other strata of the bourgeoisie which still have o
taste for acquiring wealth in these fonns. It is, of course, possible that
all the .investments d e d to finance the i n d d a l revolution came

fmmthe~~k~dthenewc8p~ofindu~ayoftbepe
i d : the berbys, Dates, Wilkhons, Wedgwoods and RadcliBEes. In
this case nothing remaim' to be said. Revious bourgeois enrichment
in the forms we have-mentioned can be ignored as a factor in the
h m c i n g of iBdusaial growth. This, however, seerm
fcrdc mW y . I am not aw- that much work has been done on the somas
from which such coxtstmctional projects as the early c d and dlways in England were fuumced. We know that many of the new
entrepreneurs were handiapped for lack of capital, and that much
d the capital f q .tkerrpanding cotton industry in the early nineteenth c e n q c a w from textile-merchants. That the credit -system
was not yet adequately developed to meet the needs of dereloping
industry is s
h
m by the mushrooPn growth of the unstable 'country
banks' in the early nineteenth century prrdsely to fill this gap. It
seans en hypothesis worthy of investigation that in the e i g h t h
century tbae was a good deal of selling of bonds and ml estate to
such pasons as rrtired East Indian 'nabobs' by men who, then or subsequently, wed the pmxcds to invest in the expanding industry and
ammerre of the time; and that it was by some such mutb-by a
ptoccscr haviag two mgm-tha the weddl a q u i d from colanial
loot fmilized.the a d d m1ution.
E~lraifthae~~~nosi~a~toftranafadrsaets,Itbi
rhat my 'second phase' may not dtogaht lack justifidan. It may
have signific8tloe (if, &&edly9 a 'mmedat Mdi&rrm
om) rs
~rpaiodinw~&thtRM~arhiftfortbc~isieas
wbak from an earlier pdemce for holding ml estate or V81mble
objecrs ot bonds to a preference for invest@ in mesns of production
and labour--.
Even if no d d e r a b f e volume of selling of the
.forma actnally took place, the shift may nemddess have hrd a

l~geMu~cemdw~~ofsuehrs~csradm~ca
activitim.

111. A CONTRIBUTION TO THE DISCUSSION
(Translated by Henry F. Mins from the Japanese of Economic Revim [Keizui kmkya],Tokio, April 1951, Vol. 11, No. 2, p. 128-146.)
Maurice Dobb's Studies in the Development of Capitalism (London,
1946) raises many important problems of method. It p r e s a~ concrete case of a problem in which we cannot but be deeply interestedthe problem of how a new and higher stage of the science of economic
history can take up into its own system and make use of the positive
results of preceding economic and social historians. The criticism of
Dobb's Studies by the able American economist Paul-M. Sweezy' and
Dobb's rejoinder,' by indicating more clearly the nature and location
of the questions in dispute, give Japanese historians an opportunity
(after having been isolated during the years of the last war) to evaluate
the theoretical level of economic history in Europe and America today.
Dobb's Studies, while not confined to the development of English
capitalism, pays inadequate attention to French and German writing,
both certainly on no lower a plane than the English work. These
sources must be studied not only to obtain a more comprehensive
knowledge of comparative capitalist structures but also to establish
more accurate historical laws. I shall confine my comments here and
for the .present to Western Europe;it would be premature to introduce
into the present discussion the historical facts of feudal organization
in Japan and other Asiatic countries, or of the formation of capitalism
there. The Sweezy-Dobb controversy, if participated in critically by
historians with the same awareness of problems in every country,
could lay the foundation for cooperative advances in these studies.

I
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:

Both Dobb's Studies and Sweezy's criticism start with general conceptual definitions of feudalism and capitalism, which are not mere
questions of terminology, but involve methods of historical analysis.
Sine Sweezy has not given a dear and explicit definition of feudalism,
we do not know precisely what he considers to be its root. In any case,
however, the transition from feudalism to capitalism relates to a change
in the mode of production, and feudalism and capitalism must
be stages of socio-economic structure, historical categories. A
rational comprehension of feudalism presupposes a scientific understanding of capitalism as an historical category.' Dobb, rejecting
the traditional concepts current among 'bourgeois' historians, looks for
' 'The Transition from FeudaIism to Capitalism,' in SCXENCE dr SOCIETY,
VOL XIV, No. 2, 1950, p. 134-157.
' 'Reply,' ibid., p. 157-167; above, p. 20-28.
' Ma=, A Cotattibution to the Critique of Politkd Economy (Chicago,
1904,) 'Inbsoductim,' p. 300 f.

&-esserim af feqdal economy in

the relations between the dircct
producers (artisans *andpeasantcultivators) and their feudal lords. This
approach characterized feudalism as a mode of production; it is central
te Dobb's definition of feudalism, and in general coincides with the
concept of serfdom. It is 'an obligation laid on the producer by force
and independently of his own volition to fulfil certain economic demands of an overlord, whether these denands take the fom.of services
to be perfumed or of dues to be paid in money or in kind . . . This
coercive force may be that of military strength, possessed by the feudal superior, or of custom backed by some kind of judicial procedure;
or the force of law." This description coincides in essence with the
8CCOmt given in Vol. 111 of Ca@td h the chapter on 'Genesis of
Capitalist'Gruuad Rent." This sort of feudal serfdom
'amtrasts with Capitalism in that under the latter the labourer, in the fin&
place, . . . is no-longer. an independent producer but is divorced from his
means of production and from the possibility of providing his own subsistence, but in the second place . . his relationship to the owner of the meam
of production who employs him is a purely contractual one .
in the face
of the law-he is free both to: choose his master and to change masters; and
he is not under any obligation, other than that imposed by a conmtct of serPice, -to ~ t r i b u t ework or payment to a rna~ter.'~
Sweezy criticizes Dobb's identification of feudalism with serfdom.
He cites a letter in which Engels says: 'it is certain that serfdom and
bondage are not a peculiarly (spdfisch) medieval-feudal form, wk find
them everywhere or nearly e v e q w h where conquerors have the land
cultivated fordmn by thE old inhabitants." Sweezg denies that serfd m is a -specific historid category.' He does not, however, indicate
what it is that collstimtes the special existence-form of labor power
proper to feudalism as a mqde 6f production.
My o m opbian would be.as follows: When we consider the
ancient, the feudal and the..modernbourgeois modes of production as
the chief stages in economic history,.the first thing to be taken into
account must always be the social existence-form of labor power,
which is the basic,-the decisive factor in the various modes of pro- 4
duction. Now certainly the basic forms (types) of labor are slavery,
&dam and free wage labor; and it is surely eTIK)neous to divorce
serfdom frohi feuWm as a gemal conception. The question of the
.transition from feuto Gpiitalism is not maely inc of a transformation in form6 of economic' and social institutions. The basic -
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' Dabb, Studies, op. d.,p. 35 f. .
' Or again, 'In dl pmviow [i..., pre-capitalist] forms the land-owner, not the

capitalist, appears as thc immediate appropriator of others' surplus labor.
Rmt -a
as the general form of satplus labor, unpaid labor. Here
the appmpnatim of fibis surpltis hbor is not mediated by exchangeZ as with
the a p i ~ l i i s t ,but i&basis is tbe foerdve rule of one part of soclety over

...

dlxs part, hnc+ dtea slavery, serfdom, or a relation of political dem,
Theotr'en iiber dm Mehrwert, ed. Kautsky, Vol. 111
(Stuttgart, 1910), ch. VI, p. 451.
Dobb, Studies, p. 36.
Mnn--IS,
Sdecred Cwesp~ndmce(New York, ad.), p. 411 f,
in Sweezy, above, p. I
'Critique,' above, p. 1-2.
penden=:-
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improblem must be the change m the soaal existence-fo
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Although the peasants' lack of freedom, as serfs, naturally &owed
variations and gradations according to region or stage of feudal
economic development, serfdom is the chaiacteristic existene-fonn
of labor power in the feudal mode of production, or as Dobb puts
it, 'exploitation of the producer by virtue of direct politico-legal
compulsion." Sweezy, having divorced serfdom from feudalism and
neglected the characteristically feudal existence-form of labor p*,
had to seek the essence of feudalism elsewhere. In feudal society, in
his opinion, 'markets are for the most part local and .
long-distance trade, while not necessarily absent, plays no determining role
in the purposes or methods of production. The c r u d feature of
feudalism in this sense is that it is a system of production for we.'
Sweezy does not assert that market- or commodity-economy did not
exist in feudal society. He does say that ' . . commodity production
and feudalism are mutually exclusive concepts.'" But it is too simple
to present the essence of feudalism as 'a system of production for
use' as a contradictory to 'production for the marke?. Exchangevalue (commodities) and money (different from 'capital') lead an
'antediluvian' existence: as it were, could exist and ripen in various
kinds of historid social structures. In these early stages almost all
of the products of labor go to satisfying the needs of the producers
themselves and do not- become commodities, and so exchange-value
does not htirely cmtrol the social production-process; still some
commodity production and circulation does take place. Therefore, the
question to PSk as to a given social s t r u m is not whether commodities and money are present, but rather how those commodities
are produced, how that money serves as a medium in production.
The products of the ancient Roman latifundia entered into cirdation as slave-produced commodities, and the feudal land-owned
accumulations of the products of forced labor or of feudal dues in
kind entered into circulation as serf-produced commodities. Again
there are the simple commodities produced by the independent selfsdficient peasants or artisans, and the capitalist commodities based
on wage labor, and so forth. But it is not the same with capital or
capitalism as a historical category. Even on a feudal basis, the products of labor could take the commodity form, for the means of
production were! combined with the direct producers." For this
reason, a 'system of production for the maket' cannot define specific
historical productive relations (nor, theafm, class relations.) Sweezy
clearly msses the poim whm, in th passage relating to the definition of feudalism, he hardly mantiam feudal ground-rent, the
concentrated embodiment of the antagonistic - seignew-peasant relationship and lays principal .stress on 'system of production for use'

..
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' 'Reply,' above, p. 21. Cf.Ma=, C@dS VoL III (Chicago, I-), p.918.
!Critique,' above, p. 2 and p. 15, no22.
" Capid, Vol. 1 (Chicago, l906), p. 182; Vo1. 111 (Chicago, 1909) p. 696.
" Capital, Vol. 1, p. 394.
lo

or 'system of production for the market,' i.e. on the relations obtaining between producers and their markets, on exchange relatiamhip
rathr than productive relationships. His position seems to be a sort
of circulatioaim.
We should prefer to stan fnrm the kolowing theses: The contradiction between feudalism and capitalism is not the conmdiction
between 'system of production for use' and 'system of production
for the market,' but that between feudal land-property4dom
end an industrial capital-wage-labor system. The first terms of each
pair are modes of exploitation and property relationship, the latta
tenas are dence-forms of labor power and 'hence of its sodal
reproduction. It is possible to simplify this as the condctiion of
feudal land property and industrial capital." In feudalism, since the
immediate producers appear in combination with the means of production, and hence labor power carmot take the fomn of a cammodity, the apprqriatim of surplus labor by thc feudal lo& takes
place directly, by . e x ~ c o n a m i ccoercion without the d a t i m
of the economic laws of commodit~rexchange. In capitalism, not
mcnly ate the products of labor turned idto commodities, but labor
power itself becomes P comrnodi~.. In this stage of developmemt the
system of amcion disappears and the law of value holds true m r
the entire extent of the ecanomy. The hdamentd
of the
p~sssgefrom feudalism to capitalism are, therefore: the change in
the social fcnm of existence of labor power consisting in the ~cparati011 of the means ob production frrmi the direct producers; the
chan&e in the social mode of reproduction of labor power (which
cwws to tbe sunr thing); and the p o l h t i a n of the direct producers, or the diwchdon of the peasantry.
Dobb's analysis muted dinctly from feudal land property and
d d a m themid=.
But for exmple, when we an rmahnjng the
concept of 'capital,' we cannot start dirrctly fram capital itself. As
tat well-known opening passege of Capital says, 'the d t h of those
deties in which the capitalist mode of production prevails, preants iW as ur inmame accumulation of commodities,s and the
sin,& c d t i i e r appeu cur the clementform of this wealth,
Thus, just as the study of Capital st~rtswith amlysis of drt com-

d~,rmdgoesantosbowtbe~~pm~taftheca~e~C
modity -+ MQ- + Capital, so liLcwise when analysing. feudal

The oPhr &@aof apical, which appear before industriaI ca ital amid
,2adi&m of so&l p i e a n , are n* onkg Suitdinated
to it and suffer ebngea iit the mechanism of their functions. 8
to ih but move on it u r basis, live .nd dk, stand ands-f

pramb88i&@

land property obviously the method cannot be restricted to a mere
historid narration, but must go on to deal with the nature of the
laws of feudal society. That is; starting from the simplest and most
abstract categories ahd advancing sy%ematically, we finally xeach
the most concrete and complex category, feudal land-ownership.
Then,taking the inverse logical path, the initial categories now reappear as containing a &alth of specifications and-relations hips^'
What will be the elementary form, cell, or unit of a society based on the feudal mode of production? What categories will occupy the
first place in the analysis of feudal land property? Tentatively the
elementary unit should be set as the Hufe (virgate, mame); then the
Gemeinde ([village] community, communaute' w a l e ) should be taken
as the intermediate step; and we should end by developing in orderly
fashion the highest category of feudal land property ( G r u n d h s c w t , manor, seigne~rie).~

" A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (Chicago, 1904),
D. 294 f.
" -WHufe (virgate) is a total peasant share (Werteinheit, Lampfecht d s

it) composed of a Hof (a plot of ground with a house on it), a certain
primary parcel of arable land (PZur) and a part in the common land
(Allmende); or, roughly, 'land enough to support the peasant and his
famil' (Waitz). It is the natural object by which the peasant maintains
himseIf (or, labor power reproduces itself). Its economic realization, in that
sense the Hufds general form, is the community or the communal collective regulations: the PZumuxuzg or contrainte communautaire (G. Lefebme), servitudes colZectioes, (Marc Bloch) which go with the DrsifeM-rtschaft and the open-field system, GemengeZage or vaine N u r e collectbe.
The collective regulations constitute an apparatus of compulsion by which
the labor process is mediated. However, the inevitable expansion of productivity arising out of the private property inherent in the Hufe led, and
could not but lead, to men's 'rule over men and lands (Wittich). The relationships of domination and dependence into which this sort of Hufe a m munity branched off constituted the feudal lord's private property, i.e.,
the manor, or feudal land property. In this way we have the sequence of
categorical developmen& Hufe + Gemeinde + Grundlrmscwt. Conversely, as this sort of domination by the feudal lord took over the village
community and the Hufe, and the rules of seigneurial land property peneeated them, Hufe and village m m m u n i ~as 'natural' objects and their
mutual rdations were changed into a historical (specifically, the feudal)
form and relationships. Now, under feudal land property, the Hufe a p
pears as a peasant holding (Besitz, tenure) and the communal regulations
of customs are turned into instruments of seigneurial domination. They
bemme historical conditions for realizing feudal rent and making sure of
labor power; the peasant is tied to his land (appropriation). At the same
time,'the peasant's labor process bemmes the process of rent formation; the
univ of the two will constitute the feudal productive process. In general,
coercion (communal regulat@s and the forced exaction of feudal dues by
the lord) is the * d a t i n g factor in feudal reproduction, just as in capitalist society the circulation process of capital appears as the mediating factor in capitalist reproduction. The collapse of feudal society therefore is the disappearance of this system of coercion. On the other band,
since these feudal compulsions operate within a framework in which b
direct producer is linked with the means of production, the dissolution af
these compulsions (the prerequisite for modern private property and the
burgfreedom of labor) produces the conditions for the separation of
the means .of production from the direct pnoducers (expropriation). For
details, see my Skimin Kakuniei no kozo (Structure of zhe Bourgeois R a m
Iurion)* (Tokyo, 1950), p. 77-85.
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l&Lbd for rbc crucial feature of feudalism in a 'system '
of production 'for use,' and so had to explain the decline of feudal- *;
ism in the same way. He is certainly not unaware of the exist*oe of
the feudal mode of production in Eastern Europe and Asia; why - fj
. thsn did he restrjct.his consideration of the qud011 to West=
Europe alone? Is going along wih the bourgeois legal historians
in describing the-.feudal @item as Lehwesin? For tmunple, J.
i
Caheta's - Ld s~ciits' fs'odde, in the popular Collection Armand
ColinjUstates on its first .page that feudalism is peculiar to the mid.,j
dle ages in Western Eumpe, and denies the reality of a Japanese
i
feplddism. Or was Swezfs treatment motivated by. the I@torical
fact that modem cqitdbn arose and grew to maturity in W e s t w
Europe? El6 says that m r n European feudalism .. . . was a systun with n very strong bias in favor of m & . g given mt%hods
and rel;atio~.of
pmehcti~n'aad refers to 'this hkrently comervative
and &mpres*g
*e of Western Elaopean fmdalim." It .
means lit*, however, to point out that feudalism was conservative
with respect to its categoriql opposite, modern capitalism. Compared with the feudaliasl of Eastern Europe or the Orient, Western
European feudalism does not appear as more conservative: quite
I
the contrary. Thc defisive factor in checking the autonomous growth
:
of modern capitalist society in Eastern Empe and Asia was precisely
the mbility of the intemal stnrcnue of feudal : h d property in those
countries. The fact thar I B O ~capitalism d bourgeois soday
may be said to have taken on W r classic form iii Western Euiope
.
rather aa inhaent fragility and inst&%ty of feudal land
property these* S m ' s iaeaning is pahaps that Western Eumpean
f e u d m I k h g htthdlcply comervatbe and change-reshhg,
could not adhpsti kxonse &'myfora internal to feudalism; the collapse 'began only because bf soax external force. Since for Sweezy
f e u d a h wrur 'a s~nscm.ofproduction for use,' the force coming
from outside. such r -s
to destroy it was 'production for the
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Paris, 1932. Otfrer Fmn& historians, notably Marc BlocSI and Robert.
Boutruche, thinh: o t h m k , however, and are deeply inmestd in Japanese
feudalism. M.n.already in dL 24 of tbc 6ra vuhme of Capital q x a b of
the 'purely feudal orgadzatiqn' in Japan,
" Above, p 3.

,

market' ('an exchange economy") or 'trade.' About half of his whole
essay in criticism of Dobb is devoted to a detailed discussion on this
point.
Now in the 14th and 15th centuries the devastation of village communities, the decrease in the rural population, and the consequent
shortage of money on the part of feudal lords were general, and gave
rise in England, France and Germany to the h e des fortuttes
seigtreurides.* The exchange- or money-economy which began to make
strides during the late middle ages.led to the ruin of a large part of
the feudal nobility whose basis was the traditional 'natural' economy." The so-called medieval emancipation of the serfs was based
chiefly on the seigneurs' need for money--usually for war or for the
increasing luxury of the feudal n ~ b i l i t y . ~
On Sweezg's hypothesis, the feudal ruling class' constantly increasing demand for money in this 'crisis" of feudalism arose from
the ever greater luxury of the feudal nobiliv, a conception similar
to that presented in the first chapter on the H e of Sombart's
Luxur und Kapitulimus. The excessive exploitation of the peasants
by their lords, to which Dobb would ascribe the source of the collapse of feudalism, was really, in Sweezy's view, an effect of the
lords' need for cash. With the resultant flight of the peasants there
came the establishment of the cities, which produced the money
economy. Thus, according to Sweezy, Dobb 'mistakes for immanent
trends certain historical developments [of feudalism] which in fact
can only be explained as arising from causes external to the system." The 'external' force which brought about the -collapse of
feudalism was 'trade, which cannot be regarded as a form of feudaI
economy,' especially long-distance trade, not the local or inter-local
market
W e ought,' Sweezy says, 'to try to uncover the process by which
trade engendered a system of production for the market, and then
to trace the impact of this process on the pre-existent feudal system
of production for use.' Thus he saw 'how long-distance trade could

."

* Marc Bloch,

Cmactdres originmsx de Z'histoire rurale fran~aise (Oslo,
1931), p. 117-19; H. Mafiaurn, Die EntsteHung der Gutseoirtschaft im
MecKtenburg (Stuttgart, 1926), p. 109-13; and the recent excellent work
of R. Boutruche, La crise d'irne socitfti (Paris, 1947), n.
* Cf, eg, R. Boutruche, 'Aux origines d'une crise mbiliaire,' Annalcs d'hiszoks socide, Vol. I . No. 3 (Paris, 1939), p. 272 f.
* Marc Bloch, Rois st serfs (Paris 19201, p. 59 f., p. 174 f., etc.; A. Dopsch,
N e a l i t t s c h a f t und Getdwbtschaft in der WeZtgeschichte (Wien, 1930),
p. 178.
" Sombart, Lumu and Kapitcdbmus, 2nd ed., (Miinchen, 1922), Ch. I.
= Above, p. 7.
From the point of view of th sodal division of hbor I &odd like to
stress rather the local or inter-ld exchange, or internal market; on this
subject we must take inso consideration Hiltun's valuable suggestions in his
Ecoiromic Dcvelopmerrt of Some Leicester Estates in the 14th and 15th
Csntwies. Dobb ms'able to grasp both the rise of ihdustrial capital and
the formation of the 'internal market' in an indivisible relation; see Studies,
p. 161 f. On this point cf. the method of Capithl, Vol. I. ch. xxx.

k a arative force, bringing into existence a system of production for
exchange alongside the old feudal system of production for use.'
While Sweezy is well aware of the many historical facts showing that
an 'exchange economy is compatible with slavery, serfdom, independent self-emplayed labor and wage-labor,' he does not properly
appreciate one of the strang points of Dobb's theory, concerning the
feudal reaction and what Engels calls the second serfdom in Eastern
Europe. Sweezy, following P h e 9 looks for the expl-ti011 'in
the geography of the second safdom, in the fact that the phenamenon becomes inaeasingly marked and severe as we mwe eastward
away from the centre of the new exchange economy?" Dobb, however, using various recent studies, brings out the fact that:
'It was precisely in the backward north and west of Engledd that serfdom in
the form of direct labour services disappeared earliest, and in the more advanad south-east, with its town mart8 and trade routes, that labour services
were most stubborn in their survival, Similarly, in
eastem Europe intensification of serfdom in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was associated with the growth of trade, and the correlation was, not between names
to markets and feudal disintegation
but between nearness to markets
and strengthening of serfdom.'

...

. . .,

The essential cause therefore is not trade or the market itself;
the structure of the market is conditioned by the i n t d organization of the productive system. KosmhslrJI has fomulated this point

even more dearly than Dobb. 'Production for exchange' on the large
feudal estates end church lands of Southern and Eastern Englaad,
which had the structure of the 'classical manor,' evoked the obvious
EF
of the growth of labor services and the intensification of
stzfdom; wbmas in Northern and Western England, with their small
Pnd medium-sized secular estates, the obvious response called forth
was the formation of money rents and the decline of serfdom. Actually, as the exchange- or money-economy developed, 'feudalism dissolved soonest and most easily in those arras and on those estates [the
'non manorial estates'] where it had been least successful in establishing itseu,' while in those places (on the 'classical manod) which

successfully set up and maintained domination ova the udnx serf
population in the process of 'adapting the system of labour services
to the growing demands of the market' it could lead to an intensification of the feudal exploitation of the masantrv. and in mam cases
did. TN
IS,
it is preciAy the ~ i m g u i o ~r ~ G i i t i r t s pfOh~ction
c~t
for the market that took form in Eastern G e m y (the fullest anbodiment of K-ky's
and Postan's 'feudal reaction') that typifies
Above, p. 11.
'Reply; above, p. 24 S&e,
34-42, 51-59. Chapt- 20 and 36 of v01.
I11 of Capitat tend to bear
out; see p. 384 f., 389, 391 f.
mthe
16th and 17th anturies thc p a t ~ v o l u t which
i ~ took place in commerce with tbe geographical chscoveries and rapidly increased the develop
wnt of madumb' crpital, form pne of the principal dements in the
transition from fenQlto capitalist pmductim.
However, the modan
mode of pmdudm, in its flrn period, tk ~ u f a c t t x h period,
g
Woped
only in places, where th ecmditions for it hod bctn previously devdoptd
during medieval time%'p. 391 f.
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the 'second serfdom' to which Sweezy and Dobb refer. The essential
point is that 'the development of exchange in the peasant economy,
whether it sewed the local market directly, or more distant markts
through merchant middlemen, led to the development of money rent.
The development of exchange in the lords' economy, on the otha
hand, led to the growth of labour services."
Sweezy is right in regarding the 'crisis' at the end of the middle
ages as a product of the disintegrating action of trade on tbe system
of production for use. He falls into error when he is so absorbed in
trade, especially the development of long-distance trade, as to ascribe
to it the collapse of feudalism itself. Certainly the disintegrative action of trade, in England at least,-and in general too, as
Dobb points out in reply to Sweezy's criticismn-accelerated the
process of Werentiation among the petty producers, tending to
create a class of yeoman kulaks on the one hand and a local semiproletariat on the other, with the final result of the collapse of feudalism and the establishment of capitalist production. R H. Tawnef
showed the presence in 16th century England of such a capitalist
disintegrative procesp--she trend toward 'the tripartite division into
landlord, capitalist farmer and landless agricultural laborer' which is
characteristic of modem English agriculture. However, this division
had its origin within the structure of already existing English feudal
society, and there is no reason to ascribe it to trade as such. In taking
up this point, Dobb's reply to Sweezy is inadequate and makes unnecessary condons. He should have pointed out more concretely
how m Western Europe too the destruction of the class of small
peasant producers by track did not always result in the formation of
capitalist production but also in bringing about the feudal reaction.
In France, for example, the 'crisis' had the effect of restoring feudalism, not of finally destroying it.* In France at that time, the dissolution by trade of the class of small peasant producers did not establish
E. A. Kosminsky, 'Services and Money Rents in the 13th Century)) Economic History Rewiew, Vol. V . (London, 1935), No. 2, p. 42-45. Hence,
The rise of money economy has not always been the great emancipating
force which ninet---th-century historians believed it to have been
the expansion of markets and the growth of production is as likely to lead
to the increase of labour services as to their decline. Hence the paradox
of their increase in Eastern Gamany, at the time when the production of
grain for foreign e
s was expanding most rapidly, and hence also the
paradox of their increase in England, too, at the time and in the places of the
hi*
development of agricultural production for the market during the
rmddle ages [viz, the 13th century].' M. Postan, 'The Chronology of
Labour Service,' Trunsactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th series,
Vol.XX(Ix,ndon, 1937),p. 192 f.,p. 186.
'Reply: above, p. 23.; cf. Studies, p. 60.
Agrmicm Problem h t l r ~Skteewh Century. (London 1912).
" In this crisis 'though the lords may have changed frequ&tIy, the framework of the. feudal hierarchy appeared as it had been during the previous
century)) Y. Bezard, La vie rurde dans Ze sud la rbgion parisienne (Paris,
1929), g. 54. 'The s e i g n e d reghe was untouched. Even more: it will
not be long in acquiring a new vigor. But seigwurial property, to a p a t
extent, has changed hands,' Bloch, Caructhes originaux, op. cit, p. 129.

...
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capitalist wage-labor system,but initiated usurious land-proprietorship, ~wcred#s-femzirnsand Labourers-marchands on the one hand
and semi-serfs on the atheremThe latter were the prototype of those

P

and cf. p. 82., 93, 121, 268-271.

m6tqrers whom Arttrur Young, in his Travels in France, describes as
victim of 'a miserable 'system that perpetuates poverty'; but at the
time we are speaking of they were neither in the category of the
pro1etqiat nor in the stage of ncktayuge- which marks the transition
from feudal dues to capitalist rent.= Both Sweezy and Dobb txcat of
the disintegrative action of trade on feudalism and the 'feudal reaction'
without going beyond feudal land property with its labor services,
whereas they should have considered rents in kind too; the latter would
be the more important question for France and Japan?
Sweezy does not take the break-up of a given social structure as
the result of self-movement of its productive forces; instead he looks
for an externat force' If we say that historical development takes
place according to external forces, the question remains, however, how
tbose external forces arose, and where they came from. In the last
analpis these forces which manifest themselves externally must be
explained internally to history. T h e dialectics of history cannot go for-

-

Ramu gives a vivid picture confirming this fact, L'agricuttut-e et les classss 9aysannes au XYle &Ie (Paris, 19261, p. 249 f. In Poitou, the development of the exchange-money economy divorced the peasants b
the land, but did not make them into a proletariat. Wben the peasants
sold their holdings, they were not driven off the land, but were bound
it by the new proprietors to cultivate it .on half-shares ( h demi-fruits).
T&e new rrrLscryers could only subsist by selling the following harvest ahead
,of t h e ox by,.getting advances in grain or money from the stocks of the
new pmprietd%s':: The new d e b compelled the peasants to sacrifice the
next harvest too, and they we= aught in a dams circle from which
they could .'hot escape, "I"hey were riveted down to their holdings; the
merchants cre@d a new serfdom by means of their capital,' ZbidLp. 80;

and of p. 82, 93, 121, 268-271.
The written mitayage contracts of the old regime bind the peasant 'renters
to personal, that is .feudal obligations of fidBiti>.obtksance, soumission, J .
Dona&- Une communauts' rurde a la fin de Ycmcisn rkgime pari is, 1926)
p. 245. Mktayage gave rise to 'veritable bonds of p e m d dependence
between bourgeois and peasant', Bloch, Cmaet&es origjnuux, op. tit., p.
143. And G. Lefebvre, the authority on agwian aad peasant questions
at the time of the French Revolution, points out the existence in mdtayuge
of an aristocmic ttaditioa of .relations of potectwn at ob&sanc&-tbat is,
of feudal subordhatim-between h&ed- pmprietor and d t a y e r in the
old zeM&vre, Qmstions ugrakes trig temps de la Terraw (Paris,
1932), p. 94.
a TB~Spaim is the mrrr importent one in A
*, where natural rents (rents in
kind) p-a*.
Thc form of dues in kind 'is quite suitable for becoming
the basis & atatkmary amditkms of d e t y , such as we see in Asia
This rent may assume dimensions whicfi seriously *ten
the reproduction of the ~oddithnsof labor, of the means of pduction. It may ren&r
an expansion of predwtion more or less impossible, and grind the direct
producers dawn go the physical minimum of means of subsistence. This
is particularly the case, when this form is met and exploited by a conquering indwtdal =don, as
is by the Engliw C a p i d , Vol. 111, p. 924
f. See Woken shakai hi@i e n6 *o ni tpite' ('On the Opposition to the
Break-Up of Feudalism') in my K i d a i shakai seirith shiron ( H i s t o w
Essay on zhe Formation of Modern Sociay) ('Ibkyo, 1951), p. 113 f.

...
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ward without self-movements (the contradictions of inwr structure).
Internal movements and external influences of course react on each
other; and Dobb points out how enormous an influence extemaI
circumstances can exert; still, 'the internal contradictions .
determine the particular form and direction of the effects which external
influences exert,'* Sweezy's insistence that the collapse of Western
European feudalism was due to the impact of external causes onlytrade and the market, especially the external one-follows from his
very method of historical analysis.=

..

One very important point of Dobb's is his emphasis on the fact
that capitalism grew out of a petty mode of production, which attained its independence and at the same time developed social differentiation .from within itself. Dobb's thesis presents the historical
question in two phases: first, this petty production gradually established itself solidly as the basis of feudal society; then this smallscale production, as the result of the development of productivity,
escapes from feudal restrictions, arrives at its own disintegration,
and thereby creates the capitalist relationships.'"
(A.) However, the firm establishment of the petty mode of production as the basis of feudalism occurs in the dissolution process
of the 'classical' manorial system (the labor rent stage of feudal
landed property), the system of direct exploitation of the seigneurid
deaesne on the classical manor system, namely weekly forced labor
by the serfs (week-work). The way in which the emancipation of
the serfs went along with this process is shown in a general way at
least by modem historians. The process can be seen in the commutation of services in 14th and 15th century England, with a complete change from labor rent directly to money rent, signifying actually the 'disappearance of serfdom; or again in Southwestern Germany and especially France, where the first stage in the abolition
of labor services was the establishmenrof fixed rents in kind which
gradually were changed into money rents. From the 12th and 13th
century on, in France and Southwest Germany, the lords' demesne
lands (domaim prock, Satland), which had hitherto been cultivated

" 'Reply,'

above, p. 23.

The historical conception of the dedine of a sodety as self-disintegration
as the result of this sort of internal self-development, is confirmed wen
by 'bourgeois' historians, sag., with respect to the decline of classical antiquity, 'Eduard Meyer emphasized that the decline of the Roman Empire

.

did not come about because of the invasions of barbarian triies from with-

out,but that the invasions took lace only at a time when the Empire had

already decayed internally: E. &eyer, Neine Schriften, Vol. I, 2nd ed,
(Berlin 1924)' p. 145f., 160. Also M a x Wcber, 'Die sozialen Griinde des
Untergangs der antiken Welt,' (1896) in Gesammdze AufsZtze sur Soz. u.
WG (Tiibingen, 1924), p. 290 f., 293-97. Cf. Capitd, Vol. 111, p. 390 f.
'Capaal, Vol: 1, p. 367, Ibid, Vol. 111, p. 393. See 'ShoIti shihon
'c Structure of Earl Capitalisin') m my Kindcd
no keizai kozo' (
shibn dugi M
%
U
S
( P o d of &odem Capitalism) (Tokyo,
1950), p. 3 f.
:

.

i
by the serfs' forced labor ( F r d i t m t , cme'e), was parwlled out to
the peasants and entrusted to than for cultivation. The peasants no
longer rendered f o d labor services to the lord, but turned over to
him a fixed proportion of the crop as dues (campi pas, champmt, t e rage, agrier).* Although this process was a necessary concomitant of
a partially established money rent, yet the basic part of the feudal renl
was now no longer labor services, but a 'rent' (redmame, Abgab~),
as historians call i t This sort of feudal land property, arising as a
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result of the collapse of the manorial system (or VilIikatjonssystem),

was feudal land property under small-scale peasant management, or
what German historians term Rentengrundhschaft or rep'ne Grundhsckqt."
This change in the structure of feudal land property accompanying the decline of the manorial system brought a change in the form
of rent: in England to money rent, in France and Germany to rent in
kind; but it did not produce any basic change in the nature of feudal rent. The peasants had previously contributed surplus labor dimctly in the form of work, and now paid it in realized forms-products or their money price. The change came to nothing more than
this. In both cases the rent appears as the 'normal form' of surplus
labor, and does not have the nature of a part of the 'profit,' realized
by the producers and paid in the form of capitalist rent. Although
a 'profit' actually does arise, the rent constitutes a 'normal limit' t~
this profit formation. In both cases the feudal landlords, in virtue
of that ownership, use 'extra~conomic coercion' directly, without
the intervention of the laws of commodity exchange, to take the surplus labor from the peasant producers (tders,
Besitaer) who
actually occupy the land, the means of production. However, the
method of =acting rent, the form of extka+conomic coeraon, is
changing. At the time of the classical manorial system, the labor of
the peasants on the demesne was organized under the direct supervision and stimulation of the lord or his qresentative ( d l i w ,
bailiff, make, sergent). On the ra'ne G r u n d h s c w t , however, the
entire proass of agricultural production was now carried out on the
peasants' own parcels, and their necessary labor for themselves and
their surplus labor f a the lord were no longer separate in space and
The direct producas were able to arrange their entire l a b
pretty much as they wished. The e~anapationof the peasants
in d e r a l France and Southwest Garrmny, that is, the change fmm
the status of serfs {LaWgette) to sokernen or ye(Hage,
dabs francs) took place on a large scale in the 13th-15th centuries.
T'hu the -4
of exacting rent changed from various sorts of per* B I ~a
~ rS&otr'giaax, q it, 100 f.; olivier m,~ i s t b i r ~
cir I.p r h d t l dg oicontr de P&, V O I~ (Paris,1922), p. 420 f,

.

* Ges.
Mar W e b , WirkrckafzsgcbclhicAte (Tiibingen, 1923), p. 101; G. v. Below,
&r deutqchm ~]cor*rxtclhaft
k M i t t W ~ e r(Jena, 1937), p. 73-76.

-a.
among Japanese studies of Western European medieval history SenmLu
UehPrs's ' G ~ s c k r z f in
t Klosterburg Monastery' (1920) in his collection Doitsu cku*' no s l d p i to kkai ( O m a n MedievrJ Sori*y and
Economy).
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sonal and arbitrary obligations to certain real (dinglich) relations
of things, and the feudal payment-exaction relations between lords
and peasants became contractually fixed. These contractual relations
were, to be sure, not like those of modern bourgeois society, where
free commodity owners mutually bind themselves as mutually independent personalities, legally on a single plane; they took the form
rather of customary law (rent in kind itself was often called coutumes, GewoWtsrecht, and the peasants who paid it coutunde*~).
Thus for the first time it is possible for us to speak of 'peasant agriculture on a small scale' and the independent handicrafts, which together formed 'the basis of the feudd mode of production.'"
As rent in kind gives way to money rent, these small-scale peasant
farms, the petty mode of production in agricultu~e,become more and
more clearly independent, and at the same time their self-disintegration too goes on more rapidly and freely. As money rent establishes itself, not only do the old traditional personal relations between
lord and peasant change into the more objective impersonal money
relations, but, as with the 'rent of assize,' the part of the surplus
labor which is set as fixed money rent becomes relatively smaller,
with the advance of labor productivity and the consequent fall in
money-value. To this extent surplus labor forms what has been
called an 'embryonic profit,' something going to the peasants (direct
producers) over and above the amount necessary for subsistence,
which the peasants themselves could transform into commodities. As
for the money rent, its value became so low that in effect the peasants
wae released from the obligation of paying itm
The original peasant holdings bad been turned into free peasant
property. The peasants formerly on the old tenures set for themselves the rate at which they redeemed the feudal rents, freed themselves from the regulations of feudal land property, and became proprietors of their lands. The formation of this sort of independent
self-sustaining peasants-historically, the typical repreatatbe is the
English yeomanry-resulted from the disintegration process of feudal
land property and established the social conditions for money rent.
Looking at the process f?om another angle, we can say that when
monev-rent had-been established s n e d y and cm a national scale,
the pksmts (the direct produm)~in or& merely to maintain and

* See

C a w , VoL I, p. 367, note; and cf. my 'Iwayuru nodo ka&o ni
in SIrigaku aasshi (Zsitscktr'ft
fGr Geschichtsariss~chaft),Vol. 51, 1940, No. 11-12; and my Kistdw'
skakoi s&tsu shiron (His&aZ
Essay on the F o r m a t h of Modem
Society), P. 36-51.
6
sometimes the freehdders shook u v e s loose from all payments and services altogether
the connection of the freeholdem with
the manor was a matter ratha of f m and sentiment thsn ~f sub-*
Tawney, Agrmian ProbZen in the Sitcteenth Century,. op. A, p. 29-31,
118. Up to the t&teenth century their relations mth respect to thlr
manorial lords were mainly f o d The situition was the same in parts
of Frana. For example in Poitou during the 16th century, many AwAr
of sale end by saying h e d e r could not say .Y what lord r ~ under
d
what dues the places whicb arc the object of the present d e are
Raveau, op. c k , p. 70, 102 f, 264, 288.
tsuite' f'On so-called Serf Emancipation?
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reproduce such a state of affairs, did to be sure satisfy the major part
of their direct requirements for sustenance by the activities of a
natural economy (production and consumption); but a part of their
labor power and of the product of their 'labor, at the very least a part
corresponding to the previous feudal rent, always had to be turned
into commodities and realized in money by the peasants therjbdves.
In other words, the peasants were in the position of commodity-producers who simply had to put themselves always' in contact kith the
market," and whose position as commodity producers b r o w about
the inevitable social differentiation of that condition, the petty mode
of production.'
.
(B.) Now there was an interval of two c e n d e s between the passage from labor services to money r&ts and-the disappearance of
serfdom, in the 14th century, -and the initial point of the true capitalist eia in the 16th century (in England, the 200 years from Edward
I11 to Elizabeth). Let us .examine the way in which Sweezy and
Dobb handle this inrerval, thexe~ognitionof which, in Dobb's words,
pf the passage from feudalism to
is 'vital to any aae uhg
capitdim.*
. . . _ ...
5 ?-:;.*:,$:,,:
S-zy
hd& that serfdom cameU'toIm end in the 14th century.
This is c--a,
for labor services actually had been replaced by money
rems by that time. Although he warns us that this change is not
identical with the end of feudalism itself, s t i l l he treats-them alike
when he deals with the two kenturies between the termination of
feudalism and the inception. of --capitalim;:and to this ment he is
wrong. For, although the peasants had .&en freed fmm direct safd m (labor services), they w&e- still - burdened witli and regulated
by the money rent which was the acp&on of feudal land property;
and although the money rent coritahd a smuer and mMler part
of theh prplm labor, the pensants did not shake off the;category. Sweczy's--conception of money rent 'as essentidy a transitional
form between *feudal rests and capitalist r a t corresponds to his
me&odology. In the wo~ds,of.tpe passage Dabb refers to, the basis
of money rent was bnaking up,'-but'mhains rbe seme as that of the
,

. . %

'Whem e 'ddbite [&contract@]

*

.
,
. 2ee

sucial productivity of labour has not
evolved or, what comes.to the-spine thing, when the peasants do not have
a ~~rresponchg
social @sition as -ammadit9producers, the money rent b
imposed md exacted-fnn ehve, and -csan+ errn~letelpreplace tbe tra& t z d rents m kind. Not d y do both fonns appear side by side, as for
m p l e in the old regime in France; but very often history presents the
spectacle of a m w d o n to nmts in kind (the reapof labor services
in the Ostdbe in Germany, or of rent in kind in France).. When money rent
was imposed on th pasaats in surh drmmtaaces, despite lhdr d p e n e s s
m various rqxsts as c&midity producers,-. it :did not work toward
peasant emandpation, k t toward :their *mpoveridment.
Tawnefs A g r h R d b h in the Sixteenth Cenmry, up. cit., gives m y
instances of this breaking up of .the 'peasant class. The virgate sydtehr
(Hufenvmfasstmg), the ~
~
t uniform
i standard
v
~system of peasant
holdings as seen in the 13th.~ e a b r y-or,
now disappeq-for good. It
gets to the point where, to cibe Tawney (op. cit., p. 59 fi), 'Indeed the= is
not much sense in talking about virgates and half-mtes at all.'
'Reply,' above, p. 25.

rent in kind [in England, labor services], from which it starts."'
That is, the direct producers were, as before, peasant landholders
(Besitzm); the difference is only that they now paid their surplus
labor changed into money form to their landlords, in accordance with
extra-economic coercion, 'political constraint and the pressures of
manorial custom,' as Dobb put it.* Money rent, in its 'pure' form,
is only a variant of rent in kind, or labor services, and in essence
'absorbs' profit in the same 'embryonic' way as does rent in nature.'
Out of this economic condition there arose both the peasants that
were to do away with feudal rent altogether and the industrial capitalists that were to remove limits to industrial profit, both necessarily allied in the bourgeois revolution against the landed aristocracy and the monopolistic merchants.
Why then did Dobb find it necessary to assert that 'the disintegration of the feudal mode of production had already reached an advanced stage before the capitalist mode of production developed, and
that this disintegration did not proceed in any close association with
the growth of the new mode of production within the womb of the
old,' and that therefore this period 'seems to. have bin neither
feudal nor yet capitalist so far as its mode of production was 'concerned'?" He does see beyond the usual view that with the establishment of money rent, and hence the disappearance of serfdom,
the end of feudalism had come. Now, the overwhelming majority of
peasants in 16th century England paid money rents. The prosperous
freehold farmers no longer paid feudal dues a d had risen to the
status of independent free producers (Tawney's 'prosperous Nal
middle class'). These 'kulak yeomen farmers' employ their poorer
neighbours both in agriculture and in industry, although still on a
small scale (Tawney's Zilliputian capitalistsy). Since Dobb is fully
aware of these facts, his meaning is probably that although the class
of independent semi-capitalist farmers was expanding during this
interval, labor itself as a whole did not yet come intrinsically into
subordination to capital.
However, it is not the case that after the peasant class had been
emancipated from the feudal mode of production, then this free
and independent peasantry disintegrated or polarized. Historically
the peasant class had already split to a certain extent at the time of
serfdom. Serfs were not emancipated under the same economic conr
ditions; and in England, in the rural districts, the peasantry as commodity producers matured especially early; accordingly their emancipation itse1.f sprang also from the self-disintegration of the peasant
class. Thus Dobb had to correct his formulation in the Studies by
now saying that these centuries werr 'transitional, in the sense that
* Capital, Vol. 111, p. 926. Cf., 'Reply,' above, p. 26.

*
a

'Reply,' above, p. 26.
'To the extent that profit arises in fact as a separate portion of the su~plw
labor by the side of the rent, money rent as well as rent in its preceding
forms still is the normal barrier of such embryonic profit,' CapW, Vol.
111, p. 927.
Studits, p. 19 f.

the old was. in process of rapid disintegration and new economic
fonns were simultaneody appearing.M7
Sweezy on the otba hand, rrmains too much of a prisoner of Ilobb's
earlier formulation, 'neither feudal nor yet capitalist.' For Sweezy,
'the transition from feudalism to capitalism is not a single rmietermpted process . . . but is made up of two quite distinct phases
which present radically different problems and require to be analysed
separately.' He entities the 'neither feudal nor capit&& sgmem
which prevailed in Western Europe during the 15th and 16th centuries 'pre-capitalist commodity production,' This 'first undermined
feudalism and then somemkt later, after this work of destruction
bad been substantially completed, prepared the ground for tbe growth
of capitalism.'
Sweuy deliberately rejects the term of 'simple commodity production' here, although he notes tbat in value theory it is a tenn
which 'enables us to prerrnt the problem of exchange vPlw in its
simplest fom.' He thinto the term historically inappropriate, since
simple cmmdity production is 'a system of independent producers
owning their own means of production and satisfying their wants by
means of mutual exchange,' while 'in pre-apitalist commodity production . the most important of the means of production-the
hd-was largely owned by a dass of non-producers." To the extent
that the peasants' land was s t i l l burdened with feudal rents, even
though in money form, the peapant was not an owner of land, in the
modan sense, and it is impropa to call thrm independent producers.
However, actually in England at that time an upper group of fne.holders and customary tenants had been tramformed from the status
of feudal tenants to that of free independent self-subsistent peasant
gtoprietora
An even more fundamental matter is Sweezy's unhistorical method
in introducing the notion of modem property rights, precisely in
treating of feudal land property and tenure. Feudal or seipewhl
land property, on our premises, is a form of domination forming the
basis for the lord's possession (forcible grasp); the lord's property
was Obereigettfum, pwkttg m i m e , and the peasants were Untereigentiimer or holders (Besitaer) of their lands; the pepsants' possession (dm&
utile) was thir a d ownership* In view of all
this, the legal conapts of private p r o p ~ yin modem -is
SOciety arr b p p l i ~ a b l e .Rather,
~
it is pncisely the economic content

. .

" 'Reply,' abwe, p. 25.
Above, p. 15.
'This is a well-'O

criticism of propridtd pcrysanne in historical circles.
Guchickte
For an early phare of th con-,
see Miam%, Beitrag
dm N & d n t ~ e r ~ im
s ~L a~4 8 gdm franzdsisch R m ~ Z ~ i o n
uaa,
1892). &ti&ing him later, G. Lefebvre prudes that p a t s with
ttw t-8
Wkditairar, although s t i l l liable to feudal ~UCS, w e
~ o ~ r i d t a i r%
~,ess, re&er&s relatives P la *artition de la p m p Z 6 2
.& l ' q e a d o n fcmc&es, P la fiq de l't~cieadgimc,' Rdoue d ~ h i s t o ~
modmne, No. 14, 1928, p. 103 f., 108 f. Further see in Radu, op. dt.,
pi 126 md M. Bloch, A n d e s #histoire dcononique et sociale, VoL I.
-1929, p. 100, furt.kr pmof that peasant tenanciers fbdmur were vk.it&bs

important hereJWnamely the combination of the peasants
producers with their means of production (land, etc.); capitalism is premised on the separation of the peasants from the land.
This is the key to the peasant-bourgeois development of that period.
sperity arising out of the labor of this sort of producers, subto the disintegration of feudalism but not yet deprived of
s of production, was a Volheichturn and was the effectual
of the absolute monarchy.O1
Sweezy falls into ctmtradiction when he calls this period neitha
eudal nor capitalist, using the ttansitional category of 'pre-capialist commodity production,' and at the same time denies the possibility that the peasant basic producers might be 'independent producers." This contradiction he tries to overcome by describing the
money rent paid by these peasants as a transitional form (from feudal
rent to capitalist rent). Marx discerns such transitional forms in the
MetiheSystem or PmzeliFezeagenturn of the kleinb&edicher P i c k 6 but not in money rent itself. Sweezy's position may be that absolutism was in its essence already no longer feudal. Chapter IV of
Dobb's Studies and his Xeply' give an adequate-reply on this point
and its connection with the bourgeois revolution. In any case, the
introduction of the category of 'p-capitalist commodity production' in this connection is not ody unnecessary, but obscures the fact
that feudal society and modem capitalist society were ruled by different historical laws. In capitalist society the means of production,
as capital,
separated from labor, and the characteristic law of development is that productivity develops (broadening organic composition of capital; formation of an average rate of profit; tendency
of the rate of profit to fall; crises) as if it were the productivity of
capital. In feudal society, on the other hand, the means of production an combined with the producer, and productivitjr develops (collapse of the manorial system and development of small-scale peasant
agriculture; formation of money rents; tendency of the rent rate
to fall; aim s a ' p w i d e ) as the productivity of the direct producer
himself; and therefore the law of development in feudalism can only
lead in the direction df tbe liberation and the independaloe of the
peasants themselves. It is dear again that absolutism was nothing
but a system of cancentrated force for counteracting the crisis of
'The private property of the laborer in his means of production is the
foundation of petty industry, whether agriculm, manufacturing or both;
' petty industry, again, is an essential condition for the development of social
production and of the free individuality of the laborer himself. Of course,.
this petty mode of production d t s also under slavery, serfdom, and 0 t h
states of dependence. But it flourishes, it lets loose its whole energy, it
attains its adequate classical form, only where the laborer is the private
owner of his o m means of labor set in action by himself,' Capigd, Vol. I,

IKd,Vol. I, p. 789.
'' Zbid, Vol; 111, ch. xlvii, sec. 5; Vo1. I, p. 814 f.
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feudalism arising out of this inevitable develo~rnent.~
These, I think,
are the 'laws and tendencies,' to use Sweezy's expression, of feudal
society, as the method of Volume I11 of Ciapitd sugge~ts.~

We come finally to the relations between the formation of i n d m
trial capital and the 'bourgeois' revolution. The basic economic
process of the bourgeois revolution was the abolition of feudal productive relations, in accordance with the development of industrial
capital; and we held that this constitutes the logicd content of the
'passage from feudalism to capitalism,' and that a rational analysis
of the historical character of feudalism would first be possible post
festinn, when we take the bourgeois revolution as the starting point.
It is therefore most important to explain the development of productive forces which historically made inevitable the bourgeois movement which abolished the mditional feudal productive relations;
and the social forms of existence of industrial capital at that time.
One of D W s most valuable contributions to historical science is
that he sought the genesis of industrial capitalists not among the
W e bmrgeoisie but in what was taking form within the class of
the petty-commodity-producers themselves in the process of freeing
themselves from feudal land property; that is, he looked for their
origin in what was being born from the internal economy of the body
of small producers; and therefore that he set a high value on the role
played by this class of small-and medium-scale commodity-producers
as the chief agents of productivity in the early stage of capitalism.
According to Dobb, the representatives of capitalist productive relaticms at that time were to be found in the independent self-sustaining
peasant class and the small and middle-scale craftsmen. In particular, the kulak yeoman farmers improved their farms and farming
by degrees and purchased the labor power of their poorer neighbours,
the cotters; not only did they keep expanding the scale of their
productive operations, initiating the country cloth industy (manufacture as the early form of capitalist production) but entrepreneurs
of the same type appeared in the town crafts as weU" %nrnwell's
New Modd Army and the Independents, who were the real driving
force of the [Englishbourgeois] revolution drew their main strength
from the provincial manufacturing centrep and . . . from sections of
the quirearchy and the small and middling type of yeoman farmer.'
These elements wen steadfast supporters of the English revolution;
the chartered m e r b t s and monopolists belonged to the Roflst
party, to a gnat extent; and 'merchant capital, far from always
structural crisis of economic s d t y in the uth ceptury, see the
admirable analysis of C*-E. Labmusse La miss & Pdconomie franpise h
kr fin de Pancim rtgime et uu d d b de
~ Za r&oZu&m (Paris, 1944), esp.

a On the

p. v i i - b *
See my ' H o h shakai no kiso mujun' ('Basic Contradictiom of Feudal
Societf) (1949) and my Shimin &&unsei no Koao (Structure of the Bowgeois Rmolution), p. 60-62.
Sadie, p. 125 f., 128 f., 134 f., 142 f., 150 f., etc.; 'Reply,' above, p. 27.

playing a progressive role, was often to be found allied with feudat
reaction [abiolutism].'" To return to the terms of my thesis, tht
English revolution in the 17th century which destroyed feudal reaction (absolutism) thus marked the first step toward the subordination of merchant capital to industrial capital.
This way of posing the problem and of historical analysis a p
pared in Japan independently of Dobb, and earlier and more consciously, in the creative and original historical theories of Hisao
Otsuka." I should say therefore that Dobb's opinion can be taken
'

" Studies, p.

'

A

171; 'Reply,' p. 27. above. Dobb's insight that those who carried
out the bourgeois revolution, who were the real vehicles of the industrial
capital (capitalist production) of that time, were to be found in the rising
small and middle bourgeoisie, and that the center of attention must be
focussed on the contradiction between them and the merchant and usurer
capitalists (Haute bourgeoisie), had been reached forty years before him
by G. Unwin, Industrial Organization in the 16th and 17th Cmtutr'es
(1904) and Max Weber, Die Protestantische Ethik und der Geisg won
Kapitalimus (1904-05). I t is surprising that Dobb, in discussing the 'capitalist spirit' (Studies, p. 5, 9), overlooks this remarkable insight of Weber's.
Weber brings out clearly two clashing social systems in that heroic period
of English history. The 'capitalist spirit' which appeared in the form of
Puritanism was the way of life, the form of consdousness best suited to
the class of yeomen and small and middle industrialists of that time, and
is not to be found in the mentality of 'hunger for money,' 'greed for
gain,' common to monopolist merchants and usurers of all times and
countries. 'In general, at-the threshold of modem times, it was not onlp,
and not even mainly, the capitalist entrepreneurs of the trading patriciate,
but much rather the up and coming layep of the industrial middle class
which were the vehicles of the attitude that we have here lab&ed "spirit
of capitalism",' Weber, Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Religionssoziologie, Vol.
I . (Tiibingen, 1920), p. 49 f.; and d. ibid., p. 195 f. On this point even
Tawney has not broken away from Brentano's thesis in Die Anfiinge
des modernen Kapitalismus (Miinchen, 1916), that the capitalist spirit
arose together with profit-seeking commerce. For example, in Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitdism (London, 1926), p. 319: There was
plenty of the "capitalist spirit" in fifteenth-century Venice and Florence,
or in South Germany and Flanders, for the simple reason that these
areas were the matest commercial and financial centres of the age, though
all were, at least nominally, Catholic.' Pirenne, often cited by both Dobb
and especially Sweezy, and undoubtedly one of the foremost authorities,
published a sketch dealing with 'the evolution of capitalism through a
thousand years of history,' entitled 'The Stages in the Social History of
Capitalism,' American Historical Reuiew, Vol. XI& (1914), p. 494-515.
He pointed out the shift in capitalists from one age to another: modern
~8pitPliStsdid not come fmm medieval capitalists, but rather from the&
destntction; essentially, however, Pirenne regarded commodity production
and money circulation itself as the mark of capitalism, and, so far as he
ms
feudal capitalism and modern capitalism 'have only a
merence of quantity, not a difference of quality, a simple difference of
intensity, not a difIerence of nature,' op. cit, p.487. For him too, th
spiritus capirdisticus is the greed for gain born in the 11th century, dong
with trade.
Hisao Otsuka, Kindai Oshu Keiaaj sln' josnsu (ZntroductMn to the Economic History of Modem Europe) (Tofryo, 1944). The kernel of the argument of this work is dearly formulated even earlier in the same author's
essay, 'Noson no orimoto to toshi no orimoto' ('Country and Town Clothiers') in Shakui kekai shigaku (Sociol and Economic History) (1938),
Vol. VIII, No. 3-4.

as confirming the methodological level of the science of economic
history in Japan; to Sweezy, perhaps, it is less convincing. Instead
of malring a concrete analysis of the social genesis and existence-form
of industrial capital at that time, all Sweezy does with respect to the
classical passage in Volume I11 of Capital on the 'two ways' of transition from the feudal mode of production is to make some critical remarks en pass& on Dobb's opinions and documentation. Now
this Chapter XX (like ch. XXXVI) is a 'historical' one which comes
at the end of a number of chapters dealing with merchant capital and
interest-bearing capital. Its analysis treats of the nature or laws of
early merchant or usury capital, which had an independent existence only in pre-capitalist society; and the process by which, in
the course of the development of capitalist.production, this merchant
capital is subordinated to industrial capital. It is not a question of a
merely formal or nominal change, that is of the merchant turning
industrialist. Therefore, in discussing the theory of the 'two-ways,'
viz. 1) 'the producer becomes a merchant and capitalist-%his is
the really revolutionary way'-; and 2) 'the merchant takes possession
in a direct way of production,' the merchant becomes an industrialist,
'preserves it [the old mode of production] and uses it as its premise,' but becomes eventually 'an obstacle to a real capitalist mode of
production and declin(ing) with the development of the latter'":
all of this should be understood as a whole, in history as well as
in theoq. A little earlier the text runs, 'In the pre-capitalist stages
of society, commerce rules industry. The reverse is true of modem
society)) and the question of 'the subordination of merchants' capital to industrial capital' is raised. And after the passage in dispute
there come the statements, T h e producer is himself a merchant.
Tbe merchants' capital performs no longer bything but the process
of circulation
Now commerce becomes the servant of industrial
production.*
Sweezy's analysisQ is that the second way, merchant to manufacturer or industrialist, proceeds by the roundabout path of the 'putting-out system,' while in the first way 'the producer, whatever his
background [presumably the social background], starts qut as both
a merchant and an employer of wage-labor,' or 'becomes a fullfledged capitalist entrepreneur without going through the intermediate stages of the putting-out system.' This seems rather a superfiaal interpretation. In Sweezy the problem is envisaged as a m e
c o m w n of forms of management, and the sodal character-the
contradiction-of the two is lost sight of.
Sweq's reference to the putting out system as Way No? I1 is
undoubtedly correct. A little further on in the same chapter in
Capitd, the way of 'merchant + industrialist (manufacturer)' is
explained; in it the merchant capitalist subordinates the petty pro-

. ..

ducus (the town craftsman and especially the village producer)
to' himself and operates the putting-out system for his own benefit,
making loans in advance to the workers. In addition, however, the
way of 'producer + merchant (capitalist)' is exemplified, 'the master
weaver, instead of receiving his wool in instalments from the merchant -md working for * &
with his journeymen, buys wool or
yarn himself and sells his cloth to the merchant. The elements of
production pass into his process of production as commodities
bought by himself. And instead of producing for the individual
merchant, or for definite customers, the master cloth-weaver produces
for the commercial world. The producer is himself a merchantem
Here the petty commodity produc&s are rising toward independence
and the status of industrial capitalists from being under the control of
merchant capital in the putting-out system. Thus, the whole reference
to the original text points not merely to the existence of tbe two
ways, but to their opposition and clash. The substance of the path
of 'producer + merchant' is that of a ' r e v o l u t i o ~process of
subordination of the earlier merchant capital to industrial capital
(capitalist production)?
With respect to Way No. 1, Sweezy, without going so far as altogether to deny the existence of cases of the transformation of petty
commodity producers into industrial capitalists, regards them as of
no importance in the sociql genesis of industrial capitalists. He rather
takes as the general case the transition directly to industrial capitalists without passing through the detour of the putting-out system. He almost ce&y
has in mind the centralized manufacturers
(fabriques rhnies), u&ally- pointed out by e c o n d c historians,
from the facts adduced in J. U. Nef's study of practices in mining
and metallurgy." Historically, this sort of centralized manufactures,
set ut, either under the ~rotectionand favor of the absolute mono
archi& as manufacturers byales (d'etat pn'sile'gie'es) or as institutions
- in essena
for forced labor, existed in many countries.*' However,

-
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Capital, VoL 111, p. 395.

Again, as for the 'producer becorning a merchant,' a dmpter preceding
this, which analyzes commercial p d t , states: 'In the process of scientific
Mslysis, the formation of an average rate of profit appears to take its
departum from the industrial capitals and their competition, end only later
on does it seem to be oomected, supplemented, and modified by the intervention of merchant's capital. But in the course of historical evmts, the
process is reversed.
The commercial profit originally determines the
industrial profit. Not until the capitalist mode of production has asserted
itself and the producer himself has become a merchant, is the commerdd
profit reduced to that aliquot part of the total surplus-value, which falls
to the share of the merchant's capital as an aliquot part of the total,
capital engaged in the social process of re~mduction,' CaphZ, Vol. 111,
p. 337 f. Similarly the development of captalist production in agriculture
reduced rent from the position of being the normal form of surplus
labor (feudal rent or services) to the position of being an 'offshoot'
of profit
.
(the part over and above the average rate of profit.)
Indwtry a d Gwernment in Prance uiad Bng&ui, 1540-1640.
J. Koulischer, 'La grande industrie am XVIIe et XVIII sikles. France,
Allanagne, Russie,' Andes Bhist& &on, et soc, 1931, No. 9; d.Dobb,
Srudks, p. 138 f , p. 142 f.; 'Reply,' above, p. 27. -
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this is not genuine manufacture as the initial form of capitalist production (industrial capital); but a mere cohesion point or node of
the putting-out system of merchant capital, as our works have given
evidence; and hence this was the same as Way No. I1 in character.
Is this 'revolutionary,' when it was unable to bring about the development of genuine capitalist production? In Western Empe,
on the contrary, it was outstripped by the rise of the class of petty
producers and their economic expansion, and finally succumbed bp
degrees. Monopolistic enterprises of this sort, Dobb has pointed out
in the case of England, were of a 'conservative' nature and allied
with the state power of the absolute monarchy; and therefore in the
end they were destroyed and disappeared in the bourgeois revolution." Such an evolution was characteristic in the formation of capitalism in Western Europe, especially in England. On the other hand
enonnow monopolistic enterprises of this nature played important
parts in the establishment of capitalism in Eastern E m p e and Japan;
but this is not taken up by Sweezy.
Dobb too, however, in dealing with the problem of the 'two ways,'
sees the 'producer + merchant' way as the ' "putting-out," or Verlagsystem, organized by merchant-manufacturers' or by 'entrepreneurs
. . . who took to trade and employed poorer craftsmen on thc putting-out system*; here he has clearly fallen into a contradiction,
In the historical form of the putting-out system the 'merchant--manufacturers' realize their profit by concentrating the purchase of raw
materials and the sale of the products exclusively in their own hands,
advancing the raw materials to the small producers as the work to be
finished; this cutting-off of the small producers from the market, this
monopoly of the market by the putters-out, clearly had the effect of
blocking the road on which the direct producers were independently
rising as commodity producers, and becoming capitalists.- Although
a

This was the case in France too. TarlC's studies on industry under the
an&
rigime lead him to stress once more the ‘enormously important
fact' that the strenuous battle for a broader and freer national productionthe propulsive force of French capitalism-was not waged by kr g r d 8
industrie nor by the prosperous indust.iels des villes (the putters-out), but
by the petits pruducteurs des campapus, E. Tar16, L'indum0a drrru Zes
campagnes en Prance h la fin de Pmckn rbgime, (Paris, 1910), p. 53.
Labrousse's b r U h t work points out the widening economic and social
schism and antagonism between the privileged feudal minority and the
ensemble of the nation, Esquisse du mowemmi des prix at des rarrenus en
Prance au mii dele (2 vols., Paris, 1933) VOL 11, p. 615, 626, 419-21,

639, 535-544.
Studies, p. 138; 'Reply)) above, p. 27.
a The putting-out system although it is commodity pmduction, is not capitalist production. The lendlord wbo directly runs the manor by meam of
the forced labor of the serfs, or th feudal landholder who exacts rrnt in
kind from them, may indeed convert the produce into commodities but arc
still not capitalists. T h e putting-out system p~esupposesthe paof
th means of production by the direct immediate produce^%; it does not

presuppose wage-labor. Simllnrly the system of feudal land property is
premised on the holding of the lend by the peasants. The feudal lord, diverging from the Hufa peasants, put an end to their independence; he got

these merchds-eatrepremms were often called jkhicants they wenot genuinely progressive' industrial capitalists. They 'controlled'production only from the outside, and in order to continue their
domination, as merchant capitalists, they maintained the traditional
conditions of production unchanged; they were conservative in character. This then is not Way No. I, but certainly within Way NO. 11.
Why then does Dobb take the putting-out system and the putting-out merchantst capital as Way No. I ? Perhaps at the base of this
opinion lie facts of economic history which are peculiar to England.
Dobb identifies the putting-out system with the 'domestic system?
( i n d u ~ ~ti edomi&, Hawindust&)).'On the whole
. in seventeenth-century England the domestic industry, rather than either
the factory or the manufacturing workshop, remained the most typical form of production.* The domestic system in England (a different thing from the German Hc#csirtdustrh, which is very often
identical in content with the Vedagssystem) very often denotes independent small and middle industries rather than the puttingout system in the strict and original sense.'O Moreover, it is worthy of

..

Studies, p. 142 f.
Mantoux, The Industrial Reooluzion in the 18th C e n w (London,
1937) p. 61. Toynbee too points out this state of affairs in English industry
before the Industrial Revolution, 'the class of. capitalist employers was as
yet but in its infancy. A large part of our goods were still produced on the
domestic system. Manufactures were little concentrated in towns, and
only partially separated from agriculture. The 'manufacturer' was, liter-

" P.

hold of the villas community and its collective constraints on the basis
of which the mutual relations of the Hufe peasants had been organized,
and reorganized them within the framework of feudal land property relations and domination. In a similar way, the putting-out ' merchants
emerged from among the independent craftsmen and put an end to their
independence, got control of the town craft guilds and their collective
constraints on the basis of which the mutual relations of the independent
craftsmen had been organized, and reorganized them under the control of
merchant capital. The sequence of categorical development
craft +
guild + putting-out system (merchant capital) is the
formal or fictitious
projection of the basic logical structure of feudal land property, virgate
+ community + manor (see above, note 15). Cf. Contribution to a
Critique of Political Economy, op. ci~.,p. 302. The separation of the
independent craftsmen, who were at once producers and merchants, from
their commercial functions of buying the raw materials and selling the
products, and the concentration of these functions in the hands of the
merchants, were the conditions for the establishment of the merchant
capitalist putting-out system. And in the same way it was 'extrasconomic
constraints' on the part of the merchant putters-out that insured the cutting-off of the producers from the marke, that is the negation of their
independence as commodity producers. 'Ille craftsmen, losing their independence, submitted to the rule of the merchant putters-out. However, in the
productive process itself there was as yet no change; rather, the guild and
craft conditions of production and labor we= maintained as its premises.
b g e was confined to the process of circulation. At the base of the
pny craftsmen's industries, the pmass of production was unified by the
putting-out merchants and came under their control. Thus the putting-out
system as a mode of production does not differ essentially from feudal handiaafts. See further Weber, Wirtsctraftsgeschicki.te,op. do,
p. 147.
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note in English economic history that the conduct of the puttingout system by merchant capital appeared lenient, and that the class
of small producers who received advances of raw materials from
the rnerchbts were able to establish -their independence from the
control of the putting-out system with relative k.Conditions of
this sort were especially conspicuous in. eighteenth-century Land r e ; according to the study of Wadworth and Mann, within
the lax framework of the putting-out system, weavers could easily
rise to be puttem-out and the latter to be manufacturers." Dobb
may have had som such son of economic and -social situation in
&d. His accountn suggests this: 'many of the new entrepreneurs
were small men who had started as 'merchant-manufacturers' of the
putting-out system.' The real content, therefore, of the 'merchantmanufactxmrs' whom Dobb has chosen as Way No. I is not the
monopolist oligarchy of putting-out rnechant capitalists in the strict
sense, who were an obstacle to the development of capitalist production, as we see in the case of the Vedegerkompagnie, whose control
was abolished with the bourgeois revolution, but is rather the class
of small- and middle-scale industrial and commercial capitalists who
threaded their way to independence in the interstices of the merchant capitalist 'control' and became the merchant-manufacturee~.It
i s kriz that Dobb looks for the historical genesis of 'rnanufactu$ as
the fist smge of .capitalist production, and not in what historians call
the 'factov or 'manufactory.' This is undoubtedly one of Dobb's contibutions to historical scienceonBut he should have given -a-more
precise development to this comment on .the genesis of industrial
capital in the light of the internal organization peculiar to English

agriculture.
- Alh'ugh Dobb made a Anmete and substantial analysis of the 'two
ways' and was able to get insight into the historical charader of the
'classical" bourgeois revolution, on an international scale his various
theses call for r e d a t i o n . As for Western Europe, in both England and Fmce that revolution had as its basis the class of free and
independent peasam and the dass of small- and middle-scale commodify producers. The revolution was a stff~uousstruggle for the
Wadsworth and Mann, The Cotton Trads .and Industrial Lqtrcasirirea
1600-1780 (Mmdheste~, 1931), p. 277; and ff. p. -70-75, 241-248, 273277.
* 'Reply,' above, p. 27.
. ,
.
" On this point see Hisao 'Otsuka, Toiiya stids no kindai teki keitai'
('Mefit
forms of the putting-out system') (1942), in his Kindai skihons k g 9 no kBiJu (Anemtry of Modern CapitlJism), (Tokyo, 1951), p. 183 f.
See too K-er's
r e d of the results of sodo-economic history, Allgemeine ~ ~ s c ~ ~ s g e sVoE
c ~11~'(hhdch
k f e ~and Berlin, 1929), p. 162 f.
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ally, the m a opho wurkcd with hb own -hands in his own cottage.
impomt feature in the industrid organization of the time was the
existence of a nttmber of smaIl m a s t e r - who were a i M y
bckpendcat, ha*
capital and l h d of their o ~ n ,for thy combined
the culture of -small freehold pastu~-farm9with their handicraft,' Lecttrres
on the 18th Century in Bnglmrd (London, 1884), p. 52 f.

An

state power between a group of the middle class-(theIndependents in
the English Revolution, the Montagnards in the Frenfh), and a group
of the haute bourgeoisie oriajnating in the feudal land & m a g ,
the merchant and financial monopolists (in tfie English Revolution the
Royalists and after them the Presbyterians, in the Fmch Revolutim
the Monarchiens, then the Feuillants, finally the Girondins); in the
process of both revolutim, the former routed the latter." Dobb has
pointed this out in the case of England.
However, in Prussia and Japan it was quite the contrary. The
classical bourgeois revolutions of Westan Europe aimed at freeing
prodwex~,from the system of 'constraints' (feudal land property
and guild regulations) and making them free and .independent commodity producers R; in the economic process it was inevitable that
they should be dissociated, and this differentiation (b
capital and
wage-labor) forms tbe internal market for industrial capital. It need
hardly be said that what codtuted the soda1 background for the
completion of the bourgeois revolution of this type was the stmcturd
disintegration of feudal land property peculiar to Western Eutope.
On the contrary, in P m i a and Japan, the erection of capitalism
under the control and patronage of the feudal absolute state was in
the cards from the -very
Certainly, the way -in which capitalism took fonn in evay country was closely tied up with previous soda1 stmtures, i.e., the internal intensity and organization of feudal economy there. In Eng-

" Compare Weber's

'Conflict of the two ways of capitalist activity.' He fin&
that the sources of the period, when speaking of the adherents of the
various Puritan sects, ~~~'be part of them as propertyless (proletarians)
and part as belonging to the stratum of small capitalists. 'It was precisely
from this stratum of small capitalists, and not from the.great financiers:
m01popolists, government qmgactors, lenders to the state, ool&lists, promotors, etc, that what was ~hmacteristicof Occidental capitalism came:
bourgeois-private economic organizati- of industrial labor (see e.g. Unwin,
ItrdwttW Orgmkatiun in the 1626 and 1 7 ~ hCenturies, p. 196 f.)'; and
'To the w ~ ~ organization
~
'
g of society, in that fid-monopolistic direction it took in Anglicanism under the Stuarts, namely in Laud's cmm
tioas: -to tbis league of church and state with the "monopolists" on
basis of a Qlristian social substructure Puritanism, whose representatives
were always passionate opponents of this sort of government-privileged
merchant-, putting-out, land colonial capitalism, opposed the individualistic
dt.iues of raticmal legal gain by means of individual virtue and initiative,
which were decisively engaged in building up industries, without and
in part despite and against the power of the state, while all the g o v ~ ment-favored monopoly industries in England SOOR vanished,' Protestmt k c k Etkik, Zoc. dg., p. 195, note; p. 201 f.
* The Independents in the Puritan Revolution were of this sort, and so were
the Montagmrds in the French Revolution, as the last authority on the
subject points out: 'Their social ideal was a democracy of small autonomus propnetom, of peasants anti independent artisims working and ttadin~
freely,' G. Lefebvre, Jbuestwm agraires au temps de & Terreur (Strashug, 1932), p. 133.
-Cf.lcindai teki shinka no futatsu no taiko teki taikei ni t d t e * ('On Two
Contrary Systems of Modern Progmss') (1942), in my Kindai shakai sdritsu shiron (Historical Essay otr the Formation of M o d m Society), p.
151 f..

&
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land and France, feudal land property and serfdom either disintegrated in the process of the economic development, or were wiped
out stmcturally and categorically in the bourgeois revolution. G.
Lefebvre emphasized the part of the rewolutim p a y t c m in the
French Revolution." These revolutions in Western Europe, by the
independence and the ascent of the petty commodity producers and
their differentiation, set fkee fnrm among them the forces makingas it wen econonticdtyfor the development of capitalist production;
while in Prussia and Japan this 'emancipation' was carried out in
the opposite sense. The organization of feudal land property remained intact and the classes- of free and independent peasants and
middle-class burghers were undeveloped. The bourgeois 'reforms,' like
the Barrmbefreiung and the Chiso-ktrisei (agrarie reforms in the
Meiji Restoration), contain such contrary elements as the legal sanctioning of the position of the Junkm's land property and parasite
land proprietorship of d - f e u d a l character. Since capitalism had
to be erected on this kind of soil, on a basis of fusion rather than
conflict with absolutism, the formation of capitalism took place in
the opposite way to Western Europe, predamhantly as a process of
transfornation of putting-out merchant capital into industrial capital. The socio-economic conditions for the establishment of modem
democracy were not present; on the contrary capitalism had to
make its way within an oligarchic system-the 'organic' social strucd e s i g n e d to suppnss bourgeois liberalism. Thus it was not the
internal development itself of those societies that brought about the
necessity of a 'bourgeois' revoIution; the need for reforms rather
came about as the result of external circumstances. It can be said
that in connection with varying world and historical conditions the
phase of establishing capitalism takes Merent basic lines:* in Western Europe, Way NO.I (producer -+ merchant), in Eastern Europe
and Asia, W a y No. 11 (merchant + manufacturer). There is a
deep irmv relationship between the agrarian question and industrial
capital, which determines the characteristic structures of capitalism
in the various countries." For our part, what the author of Capital
wrote about his fatherland in 1867, in the preface to the first edition,
still hol& true, despite the Merent stage of world history: 'Alongside of modern evils, a whole series of inherited evils oppress us, arising fmm the passive survival of antiquated modes of production, with
Thus the
their inevitable train of sodal and political
question of 'two ways,' so far as we are concerned, is not merely
of historical interest, but is connected with actual practical themes.
Hic Rhdgs, hic sdta!
On the 'peasant revolution,' see G. Lefebvre, 'La Revolution et les paysans,' C a h b de la rev. fr., 1934, No. 1.
This problem was raised early in Japan: see Seitora Yamada's original
Nihon shibn shugi buns8ki (Analysis of J a p a e Capitalism), 1934, in
pllrtiCPtPr the preface which contpiirs in compact form a multitude of historid insights.
" Capital, Vol. I, p. 13.
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With Professor H. K. Takahashi's stimulating anicle on 'The
Transition from Feudalism to Capitalism,' which makes such an important contribution to deepening and extending our appreciation of
the important questions at issue, I find myself in general agreement;
and there is very little that I wish or am competent to add to what he
has said. In particular, I find his development of the notion of the
'two ways' and his use of it to illuminate the contrast between the way
of the bourgeois revolution and that of Prussia and Japan specially
enlightening. With reference to what he has said in criticism of myself
I would like merely to make three comments.
He is, of course, quite justified in saying that my book paid 'inadequate attention to French and German writing'; he might have added
with even more justice that I had almost entirely ignored the experience of southern Eurye, Italy and Spain in particular. I can only
explain that this was done advisedly, and that my book was entitled
Studies in the Development of CapitalLFnt to indicate its selective and
partial character. No pretence was made of writing, even in outline,
a comprehensive history of Capitalism. The method adopted can, I
think, be described as consisting of a treatment of certain crucid
phases and aspects in the development of Capitalism, primarily in
terms of England as the classic case, with occasional refer-a c e s to continental paralfels (as with developments in the gilds or the putting-out
system) or contrasts (as with the feudd reaction in Eastern Europe or
the creation of a proletariat) to illuminate the particular issues that I
was trying to clarify. To have developed these parallels and conpasts
as they deserved, and to have made from them anything like a complete comparative study of the origin and growth of Capitalism under
diverse conditions would have required a range of knowledge of the
historical literature of Europe to which I could lay no claim. Even
a much more encyclopaedic mind than mine would probably have had
to wait upon a decade or so of 'cooperative advances in these studies'
to which Professor Takahashi refers.
Secondly, in asserting that in my book I spoke of the period from
the fourteenth to the sixteenth century in England as 'neither feudal
nor yet capitalist', I W that Professor Takahashi has been misled
into accepting my posing of a problem as my own conclusion about it.
If he will look at the passage on page 19 of my book again, I think he
will see that I am here asking a question (there is in fact a questionmark at the end of the sentence)-formulating
a difTiculty which has
presented itself to so many students of this period. On the very next
page I state that, despite the disintegration of Feudalism and the appearance of 'a mode of production which had won its independence from Feudalism: petty production
which was not

...

yet capitalist although containing within itself the embryo of capitalist relations,' one still could not speak of the end of Feudalism
('But unless one is to identify the end of Feudalism with the proces~
of commutation
one cannot yet speak of the end of the medieval
system, still less of the dethronement
dieval ruling classsp.20). Admittedly the sparseness of
ces to agriculture
(which he criticizes) left my conclusio
supported than it
-might have been. But here I believe that, despite the illumination shed
by Tawney and some others, much field-work remains to be done by
specialists in this period-specialists who are guided by.the method of
Marxism.Again, I am very ready to admit that earlier viewpoints of
my own, embodied in earlier drafts, may have left their trace in the
final version and have been responsible for the presentation being less
clear than it should have been. But it was certainly not my intention
to endorse the view that the period between Edward I1 and Elizabeth
was 'neither feudal nor pet capitalist'; and the statement that this
period was 'transitional,' of which Professor Takahashi speaks as a
'correction' introduced only in my 'Rep1y)) was in fact made on page
20 of the book.
I should continue to defend, however, my other and distinct statemem that 'the disintegration of the feudal mode of production had
already reached an advanced stage before the capitalist mode of production developed, and that this disintegration did not proceed in any
close association with the growth of the new mode of production within the womb of the old.' It does not imply that these transitional centuries were 'neither feudal nor yet capitalist,' but rather the contrary;
and I believe that it provides a key to the dEculty which has led so
many to adopt something akin to the Sweezy-view of this period. I
regarded it as.a statement in general and prrliminarg form of the thesis
which I gather that Professor Takahashi fully accepts: namely, that
the disintegration of Feudalism (and hence its finat and decliiling
stage) came not as the &t. of the assault upon it of an indpient
'Capitalism' in the guise of 'merchant capital' wedded to 'money
economy', as has been commonly supposed, but as a result of the
m o l t of the petty producers against feudal exploitation.
partial
independence of the petty producers resulted in an acceleration of
theit own di&tegration (even if this was not the start of the process)
by accelerating the process of soda1 differentiation among them; aad
ast of -this prooess (but only after is maturing during a transitid
petid of feudalismin-decline) @e capitafist mode of production was
'born. Precisely 'beemrse this process of social differentiatia 'within
the petty mode of production had to mature before capitatist pmduction was borns an Interval was necessary between the start of the dec& of serfdam and the rise of Capitalism. In Professor Takahahi's
own words: 'As rent in kind gives way to money rent, these dscale peasant farms, the petty mode ,of -production in agriculture, beccnm mom and more dearly indqmdimt2and at the same time their
selfdiaintegration too goes ,on
rapidly and freely.' The oaly
disagreement between us hm see$hs3-to a possible difference! of

...

emphasis on the degree of this 'self-disintegration' at an earlier period
and a later period.
Thirdly, as regards the 'two waysa and my references to the puttingout system, Professor Takahashi's interpretation is correct when he
speaks of me as including the putting-out sysof the English petty
domestic-industry type as belonging to Way No. 1. I thought, however, that I had made dear in my 'chapter on 'The Rise of Industrial
Capital' that I regarded the putting-out system, not as a homogeneous
economic form, but rather as a generic name for a complex phenome
non embracing several different types. One, the pure Verleger-type of
industry organized by merchants of companies like the Haberdashers,
Drapers, Q~thworkers~Leathersellern, I treated as merchant-intomanufacturer Way No. 2 (see p. 129-134 of my Studies); and immediately went on to contrast with it that movement of which the rise
of a class of merchant-manufacturer employers frpm among the
ranks of craftsmen composing the (subordinate) 'Yeomamy' of the
Livery Companies and the challenge of the new Stuart corporations
formed from these elements (of which Unwin wrote) were the expression @. 1348). On whether this organized-from-below form of
putting-oilt q m m is a peculiarly English phenomenon, or whether
it has continental parallels, I should hesitate to venture a dogmatic
opinion. Here I can do no more than suggest that preoccupation with
the search for the 1 ~ s c a I ecapitalist m t r e p y m r may possibly
have bhided contined historians to the role played by the small and
pmemr type of. merchant-man-,
and that the true picture of
the Vdags-systm may not, evai in Germany, be quite such a systematic and tidy one as German economic historim have represented
i t Again one must appeal to those 'coopemtive advances' in the study
of such questions in svariouscountries, of which-Professor Takahashi
sp*.

A REJOINDER
The problems that troubled me most when I first took up Dobb's
Studies in the Development of Capitalism (New York, 1947), were,
very briefly these: There existed throughout most of Western Europe
in the early Middle Ages a feudal system such as Dobb well describes
on pp. 36-37. This mode of production went through a process of development which culminated in crisis and collapse, and it was succeeded by capitalism. Formally, the analogy with the life history of
capitalism-development, general crisis, transition to socialism-is
very close. Now, I have a pretty good idea about the nature of the
prime mover in the capitalist case, why the process of development
which it generates leads to crisis, and why socialism is necessarily the
successor form of society. But I was not at all clear about any of these
factors in the feudal case when I sat down to DobbP book. I was
looking for the answers.
The greatest tribute I can pay to Dobb's book is that when I had
finished studying it I felt much clearer in my own mind about all
these questions. This was partly because he succeeded in convincing
me and partly because he stimulated me to look into other sources and
to do some fresh thinking on my own. My original article in Science
and Society was in the nature of a report on the tentative answers I
had reached. (I think, incidentally, that I should have made this
plainer. Dobb of course formulated his problems in his own way, and
he was interested in much that bears only indirectly if at all on the
questions to which I was seeking answers. Some of my 'criticisms,'
therefore, were really not criticisms at all; they should have been presented as supplementary suggestions and hypotheses.)
In his 'Reply,' Dobb indicates various points of disagreement with
my answers, and Takahashi, if I understand him rightly, rejects them
very nearly in toto. But I know*littlemore about what Dobb's answers
are (to my questions, of course) than I did after finishing the book,
and I know next to nothing about what Takahashi's are. I should
therefore like to use the opportunity atforded by this rejoiader to restate my questions and answers as concisely as possible and in a form
which may perhaps invite alternative formulations from Dobb and
Takahashi.'
Fbst Question. What was the prime mover behind the development
of Western European feudalism?'
In what follows, I refer to Dobb's book as Studies, to my review-article
as 'Critique,' to Dobb's reply as 'Reply,' and to Takahashi's article as
'Contribution.'
I insist on speaking of Westem Europe feudalism, because what ultimately happened in Western Europe was manifestly very different from
what happened in other parts of the world where the feudal modc of production has prevailed. The extent to which this may be due to variations
among different feudal systems, and the extent to which it may be due to

In the case of capitalism, we can answer this question positively
unambiguously. The prime mover is the accumulation of capital
ch is inherent in the very structure of the capitalist appropriation
process. Is there anything analogous in the case of feudalism?
Dobb's theory finds an analogue in the feudal lords' growing need
for revenue. In his view, 'it was the inefficiency of Feudalism as a system of production, coupled with the growing needs of the ruling class
for revenue, *at was primarily responsible for its decline; since this
need for additional revenue promoted an increase in the pressure on
the producer to the point where this pressure became literally unendurable.' (Studies, p. 42.) As a result, 'in the end it led to an
exhaustion, or actual disappearance, of the labor-force by which the
system was nourished.' @. 43) The question is whether the lords'
growing need for revenuethe fact of which is not in dispute-can
be shown to be inherent in the structure of the feudal mode of production. I gave reasons for doubting that any such relation exists
(Critique,' above, pp. 4-6), and I showed how the lords' growing need
for revenue could readily be explained as a by-product of the growth
of trade and urban life.
Dobb is rather impatient with my emphasis' on this subject. Acording to him,I seem to feel that the development of feudalism is
question of either internal conflict or external forces. This strikes me as
uch too simplified, even mechanical, a presentation. I see it as an interaction
of the two; although with primary emphasis, it is true, upon the internal
contradictions; since these would, I believe, operate in any case (if on a quite
different time-scale), and since they determine the particular form and direction of the effects which external influences aert ('Reply,' above, p. 23).

H i ~ t ~ c a l Iof
y , course, Dobb is entirely right. It was an interaction of
internal and external factors that determined the course of feudal
development, and I never intended to deny it. But the same can be
said of the historical development of capitalism, a fact which does not
keep us from seeking and finding the prime mover within the system.
I cannot agree, therefore, that Dobb is justified in describing my
formulation of the question with regard to feudalism as 'mechanical.'
is a theoretical question, and I continue to believe that it is crucial

'external' factors are, of course, very important questions. Since, however,
I do not pretend to be able to answer them, the only sensible thing for me
to do is to confine my attention to Western Europe. By doing so, I do not
mt to imply that I think other feudalisms are subject to different laws
of development; I want to evade the question altogether.
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So far as I can see, Takahashi contributes little to the clarification
of this issue. His inmating d p i s of the demevzts of fedabm
('Contribution,' above, pp. 33-5) does not lead him to any formulation.
ofthelawsandtendendes'ofthesy~am,radwhnhedaesa~
him& tqxxificall~rto this question, the result io not vay mlighmling,
at kast to me. In feudal society, hc writes,
the mcrns of pmduaion ue d i n e d with the producer, and productivity

develop (collapse of the manorial system Md development of s m - o a l
peasant Pgridture; formation of money rents; tendency of the rent rate to
fall; nir. s . i ~ m i a Z e ) as the productivity of the direct producer hiqdf;
and thedore the kw of dtvdopmt in feudalism can only lead in the dmo
tion of the likntioa mad indqmwbee of the pasants &emselves (I=,
above, p. 46).

Here rising pmiudvity is mtad as the audal factor,. but it is certainly not aetf&bt that rising productivity is an inhrrnt cimrac%dstfc of fcuddhm, in fact, thae is a good deal of historicat md
contenprmy Ctridence that suggests pndady the opposite hypotbh.
Here agein, as k t h e case of Dobb's growing n e d of the lords fog

mewe, I thiot we have to do with the influence! of fonxs atanal to

tht?feudal ;Irystan.
On this whole qami0111 of exterMl forces, TaLshashi takes me
$ e y d y to

cask:

stnrtlm as thc d t
Sacag dou not t&e the break-up of r giwn
of StJf-mof its productive fosru; instcad he loob for m 'extend
firm.' If we my that bistoriail ~
o
p takes~ place
t according to extend
fones, tbo question rrmrinr, boaever hov there external forces arose, and
yhae drey ame frmn ~ ~ o n ~ Q a r , ~ a bp.o 39).
vt,

The ktter point, of come, is a valid one whidl I never intended to
deny* Historid forms which are external with rrspcct to one set of
s o a d d ~ ~ n i n ~ w i t h ~ t o a n t o r e *vt set
of
dati.ons. And so it was in
caw of w s f U m The espadon of trade, with the a m d - t gmwth of
t o m and SMrbets, wrs exterrurlm t& tadal made of pmducdm:
but it we internal m far as thc whde B t m p m - M e d i m ec01ornp was
A droPaugh study of W a m n Bumptln fadaliw which Dobb
o f ~ ~ ~ ~ t o o ~ & ~ t o d ~ i t i a t
tadr.hhlagar~-M~mccor~any.Hawthiscsn
Qru hs baea MUmtIy drmmstmted by Pireme who argued,

~~.
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I: am uaable to mdmtmd Dobbss reasoning when he mys &at 'to mme
extent' hc believes that the gtowth of towns was an internal feudal proass
('Reply,' above, p, 24), Surely the fact cited by Dobb in this connection that
feudahn '~~~c~uraged
towns to cater for its need of lon -distance trades
does not prove the point. One would have to show that
feudal ruling
elas, took the initiative in building the towns and successfully int
them into the feudal rystcsn of property and labor relations. Undou adly
this did hripm in the awe of =me towns, but it seem$ to me that P k m e
ha8 coacluddy &own that the d d d v e trading ccntm typically grew up
in an cndfdy diffamt my. But what partbbly indicatm thc non-feudal
character of ttse.towns was the general absence of d d o m ,

%

%-'

first, that the origins of feudalism in Western Europe are to be sought
in the isolation (by the Arab expansion of the seventh century) of
that relatively backward @on from the real economic centers of the
ancient world; and second, that the later development of feudalism
was decisively shaped by the reestablishment of these broken commercial ties.' Viewed in this way, the growth of trade from the tenth
century on was obviously no mysterious external force, such as Takahashi quite mistakenly accuses me of 'looking for.' But when attention
is narrowly centred on feudalism as such-as Dobb was quite justified in doing-it seems to me not only legitimate but theoretically
essential to treat the growth of trade as an external force.
The answer to the first question, then, seems to me to be this:
the feudal system contains no internal prime mover and when it undergoes genuine development-as distinct from mere oscillations and
crises which do not affect its basic structure-the driving force is to
be sought outside the system. (I suspect that this applies pretty generally to feudal systems, and not only to Western Europe, but this is
an issue which is beyond the scope of the present discussion).
Second Question. Why did the development of feudalism in Westem Europe lead to crisis and ultimate collapse?
Having determined that an external prime mover is behind the
developmental process, we must of course conclude that the answer to
this question is to be sought in the impact of this external force on
the structure of feudalism. As Dobb rightly insists, in other words, the
process is one of interaction, and I take it that Takahashi would not
disagree. There are therefore no basic differences h m . My chief criticism of both Dobb and Takahashi in this connection is that in their
anxiety to minimize the importance of trade as a factor in the decline
of feudalism they avoid a direct analysis of this interactive process.
Both of them, for example, tend to treat the substitution of money
rents for labor services or payments in kind as largely a matter of
form and to lose sight of the fact that this change can occur on any
considerable scale only on the basis of developed commodity production.
My own effort to deal with the interactive process and its outcome
was given in my original article ('Critique,' above, pp. 7-1 1). It doubtless contains many weahwssee-for example, in the treatment of the
so-called 'second serfdom,' which Dobb criticizes-but I s'till think
it has the merit of being an explicit theontical analysis. I would like
to see others improve upon it.

Third Questim W h y was feudalism succeeded by capitalism?
If om agrees with Dobb, as I do, that the period from the fourteenth century to tbe end of the sixteenth century was one in which

' In addition to Henri Pirenne's Economic and So*

Hist

of Medi~urJ

E U T O ~(London,
I
1936), see a h his Mohammsd and ~ a 1 c m a g t a c(New
Yo& 19391, thc posthumously ublished work which gives the author's
fullest treatment of the twin pro lems of the end of antiquity and the rise
of feudalism in Western Europe.
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hddism was in full decay and yet in which there were no more than

the first be-gs

of capitalism, this is a genuinely puzzling question. One cannot my tbat fmd&sm had created.productive forces
which could be maintained a d further developed only d e r capitdism-as, for example, one definitely can say that capitalism has
mated productive forces that can only be maintained and further
developed under socialism. True,the decline of feuddim was accompanied (I would say 'caused') by the generaIization of commodity
productim, and, rrs Marx repeatedly emphasized, 'commodity production and developed commodity circulation, trade, form the hist o r i d preconditim mda which it [capital] arises.' (Capitals I, p.
163.) But historical preconditions do not in themselves provide a suffident expianation. After all, the ancient world was chmctedzed by
highly developed commsdiq pmiuctim without ever giving birth to
capitalism; and the clear brghhgs of capitalism in Italy and Flanden during dr lare Middle Ages proved abortive. Why, then, did
md really get going in the late sixteenth
capitalism finally cad
antmy, epeddIy in Englnnd?
Dobb throws a good deal of light on this question, though I'm sure
that he would be the last to claim to have given the definitive answer.
Muqh of his emphasis is placed upon what Manr called %he really
r e v o l u d q way' for industrial capitalists to develop3 which Dobb
interpets to mean the rise of small men from the ranlcs of petty producers. In my original article, I criticized this interpretation of Marx,
but Dobb's reply and further reflection have led me to condude that,
while it is not the only possible interpretation, it is nevertheless a
legitimate one which poims in a fkuitfui direction. What is required
now, it seems to me, is .a great deal more factual research on the
origins of the industrial bourgeoisie.This kind of research should do
more than anything else to unlock the secret of the definitive rise of
capitalism from the late sixteenth century.
I pm not at all dear about Takahashi's position on this cpesti011.
Ht aiticizes Dobb for going too far in describing the fifteenth and
sixteen& centuries as transitional. Frem'abIy, his meaning is that
fadalism survived essentially intact until the rise of capitalism overthnw it and there is thendm w disjdm Between the procases
of feudat d&
and a p i . s t rise such as both Dobb a d l assert Be
that as it may, thae is no dog& that Takahashi agrees with Dobb as to
thduti~~~oftheriseofsmnllproductfffromthe
ranks; and I assume that he would also agree with me as to the urgmcy of more factual research on the nand extent of this
phen~maon.
One final point in this connection. Developing Dobb's suggestion
that the meenth and sixteenth centuries seem to have been 'neither
feudal nor yet capitalist' (Studies, p. 19), I pro-d
that the period
be given the name of precapitalist commodi~ptodMon. Dobb rejexts dds proposal, preferring to comider the sodetg of that period as
of feudelism 'in an advPnad srnge of dissoIution.' ('Reply,'
.above, p. 25). H e says :

...

The crucial question which Sweezy has apparently failed to ask
is
this: what was the ruling class of this period? . . it cannot have becn a
capitalist chss. . . If a merchant bourgeoisie formed the ruling dnss, then
the state must have been some kind of bourgeois state. And if the state was
a bourgeois state already . . . what constituted the essential issue of the
seventeenth century civil war? It cannot (according to this view) have been
tie bourgeois revolution. We are left with some such supposition as
that it was a struggle against an attempted cowtter-revolution staged by
crown and court against an already existent bourgeois state power.
. If wc
reject the alternatives just mentioned, we are left with the view (which I believe to be the right one) that the ruling class was still feudal and that the
state was still the political instrument of its rule. ('Reply,' above, pp. 24-5)

.

.

...

..

&

I recognize that these are questions that British Marxists have been
earnestly debating for some years now, and it is perhaps rash of me to
express any opinion on them at all. Let me, therefore, put my comment in the form of a query. W h y isn't there another possibility which
Dobb does not mention, namely, that in the period in question there
was not one ruling dass but several, based on Merent forms of
property and engaged in more or less continuous struggle for preferment and ultimately supremacy?
If we adopt this hypothesis, we can then interpret the state of the
period in accordance with the well-known passage from Engels :
At certain periods it occurs exceptionally that the stntggljng classes balance
each other so nearly that the public power gains a certain degree of independence by posing as the mediator between them. The absolute monarchy
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was in. such a position, balancing
the nobles and the burghers against one another.

In this intefpretation, the civil war was the boqexis revolution in
the shraightforwd sense that it enabled the capitalist class to master
the state and achieve definitive ascendancy over the other classes.
or& of rhc ~ a r n i (Chicago,
l~
1902), Kerr ed., p. 209.. Engels clearly was
thinking of the continent; for England the dates w e earlier.

VI. COMMENT
I

Paul Sweezy puts a number of questions which historians ought
to try to answer. As an acute Marxist student of capitalist society,
Sweezy naturally is interested in Marxist investigations of analogous
problems in pre-capitalist society. The most important question he
puts is undoubtedly No. 1, about the 'prime mover' in feudalism. By
this I presume he means what were the internal contradictions of the
feudal mode of production which made for its development and
eventual replacement. At least that is what, as a Marxist, he should
mean, though his own suggestion that feudalism had no 'prime
mover', that is no internal dialectic, is in fact non-Marxist.
Before trying to tackle this question, some matters of fact should be
considered. Marxism is a method which demands concrete data for
the solution of historical problems, even if the answer in the end can
be put in abstract terms (as in some chapters of Capital). The nearest
approach to concrete data on which Sweezy seems to work are the
theorisings of H. Pirenne. Since these are not to be accepted by
Marxists, and in fact have been challenged by a lot of nonoMarxist
specialists, we must, before dealing with Sweezy's problems, dispose
of Pirenne.'
Pirenne's most important theories for our purpose concern the decline of trade during the Dark Ages and the origin of towns. He considered that th barbarian kingdoms (especially the Merovingian
Frankish kingdom) which succeeded the Western Empire did not
interrupt the flow of East-West Mediterranean trade and that as a
consequence the local trade of Western Europe was not diminished.
Towns still flourished, gold currency was used, and much of the
Roman administrative and fiscal system remained. It was only when
(in the seventh and eighth centuries) the Islamic invaders cut the
Mediterranean trade routes, that not only international but local trade
dried up. The result was& dominauon of the large serf-worked
estate and almost universal production for immediate consumption. Not
until the restoration of trade between the Eastern and Western ends
of the Mediterranean did commodity production in Western Europe
&gin again. This commodity production was stimulated fimt of all by
international trade. These first traders at the end of the Dark Ages,
the founders or xe-foundas of the medieval towns were composed of
the flottwn of socie~y, as it were, in Sweezy's sense, 'external' to
feudal society. Once they had got trade and town life going a m ,
local markets developed. In, other words i n t e m a 6 d trade in luxuries
according to Pirenne the determining factor both in the seventh
century decline in commodity production and in its eleventh century
rtvivai.
a Pircnne's podtivc contribution to understanding medieval economic history
was of course very g m t tind demands respect. W e should also be grateful
for the stimulating way in which he poses hypothcscs, even though (perhaps
because) we do not agree with them.
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Without going into too great detail we can say that on most essmtial
points this interpretation cannot now be accepted. The decline in
commodity production, which may have reached its lowest point in
Carolingian times, started not merely long before the Arab invasions,
but long before the collapse of the Roman Empire as a political system. From at least as early as the crisis of the third century town life
had been contracting, and self-sufficient serf-worked estates had begun
to dominate the social structure of the Empire. East-West trade was
also contracting, not only for political reasons, but because payments
from the West in gold were less and less possible. The reason for this
was a drainage of gold to the East which started probably at least as
early as the first century, and which was not replaced either by the
process of warfare or of trade, since Western exports were much less
in value than imports from the East.
The Arabs in fact did not have to cut very much. But in any case,
Pirenne was wrong in seeing the Arabs as the enemies of East-West
trade. Naturaily there was some dislocation, but the Arabs favoured
the continuance of such trading relations as were economically feasible, as scholars have shown in detail. A French historian, in fact, has
put forward the very plausible view that the Arabs positively encouraged East-West trade by the 'deth6saurization' of gold hoards in
those parts of the Byzantine and Sassanid Empires which they overran.'
So the low level of production for the market in the Dark A ~ C S
was largely the continuation of an economic developmm which W
begun within the political and social framework of the Bmpin. That
does not mean that we should simply see the Carohghn era as one
of complete eamomic and social remqpssion. Important, though insufliaeatly explored, cievelopments in eccmomicc, Bocjal and political
life took plaa, without which the further expansive dcwelopment of
the feudal mode of production could not have happed. In fact by
end of the tenth century there were impbrtant signs of the development of commodity production. Local markets began to expand into
towns. Town life developed, as a consequence of the developmemt of
economic and social forces, mithin feudal society, mt, as P ~ I M R
thought, as a result of the external impact of itinerant traders like
Godric of Finchale. Thie fact has now been sdiciently demonstradcd
by the careful study of individual towns in Frana, Germany .od
Italy. Pireme%interpxetatim of the revival of trade and the chin the economy of European f e u d d h (on which so much of S
~ - - - ,S
own theories rest) must be abandoned.
P
What was thc cause of social development under feudalism? I rm
inclined to think that in studying this problem we should not limit ourselves to feudalism, but deal with pre-capitalist society as a Whole, or
I =

' M. Lombard,
a

%'Or maulman du VIIe au XIe side,' Andes, 1947.
Restarch smxmmhd in The Origins of the Medieval Town Patriciate:
by A. B. Hibbert, Past and Present, 1953, no. 3, p. 15-27; and Les Vines
ds Flandre .et 8Italie sous Ze g0uc)em~ment des putrickas: XI+XVe
~iLcIes,by J. Lestocquoy.

at any rate pre-capitalist class society. Sweezy sees capital accumulation as the prime mover in capitalist society because it is inherent in
the processes of capitalist production. Now of course there is no process of accumulation in pre-capitalist societies such as inevitably ffm
from the exploitation of wage labdur by competing capitalists But
surely we must see the growth of the surplus product over subsistence
requirements as the necessary condition for the development of class
society between the breakup of primitive communism and the beginning of capitalism. The growth of this surplus product depmded of
course on the development of the forces of production-the tools and
labour skill of artisans and agriculp.walists. The development of the
forces of production must depend in turn on the size mrd use of the
surplus product. In other words improved techniques even in very
primitive tconomies depend on the application to them of the results
of accumulation-not accumulated capital, of course, but accumulated surplus product. This is obvious. It does not in itself explain why
in any given pn-capitalist sbdety the dialectical interaction of the
forces of pmduction and the accumulated surplus product should
d t first in the expansion, then in the dedine of the mode of production (slavery or feudalism). But then this could not be understood
without taking into account also the prevailing relations of production:
t understood
after all, the process of capitalist accumulation c a ~ o be
if one-leaves out of the calculation-the relation between capitalists and
wotkers.
. For example, production relations obviously must .be taken into
account if one is to answer one of Sweezy's questions, i.e., why did
not capitalism develop from the commodity production -of the ancient
world? Marx, and the Marxists who have read (as surely Pad Sweezy
has) their Capital, Vol. 111, w o d d ~ w e that
r comnodity production
in itself is not emugh to disturb the 'solidity a d internal Wculation' of a mode of production. In the case of .slavery the reason for the
non-appearance of capitalism is that those sectors.of the eanomy
whae c d t y production 'was most advanced tended to be those
where slaves wen most exploited. But the exploitation of slaves reb
tricted technical develop-t
so that once the slave.supply
to
decline the fundamental acbnical backwardn~:ssof .a.slave economy
was revealed. Far fram kcping the dkve separate fmm:the mauls of
.production-npiz-mnditiclll of capitalian-zhe slave owners
solved (atiied to soh) the economic problems of late ancient d e t y
settling their slaves -On peasant holdings; in faet by -creating the
production relations characteristic of feudal society.
Howitpis not my intention.to examine the problem of 'the
'prime mover' for all prr-capitali~tmodes of .production.
Feud&= is our problem. The ingredients of oUr answer-s#m -to
me essentially to be the following. The principal feature of the mode
of production m feudal society is that owners of the means of pmduction, the landed.pmprietors, are constantly striving to appropria~for
their own use the whole of the sllrplw produced by the direct producers. Before we ask why they do this we must briefly show that in

different ways this is what in fact they did try to do. At different
Stages of the development of European feudalism the character of the
direct producers changes, as do other aspects of the economic system,
and consequently the specific character of the landowners' exploitation changes. In some parts of early feudal Europe the free peasant
communities with considerable relics of forms of tribal organization
persist. In such cases (especially for instance in England before the
Danish invasions) the military aristocracy-also semi-tribal in character-is faced with the complex problem of transforming the peasants'
tribute once paid freely to their 'tribal.king, now alienated to the noble
by the king, into feudal rent, and at the same time of reinforcing this
rent-receiving position by promoting the colonization of uncultivated
land by slaves, semi-free clients, etc. At the same time, in some villages not subordinated to members of the king's retinue, the break-up
of the tribal community throws up some peasant families with more
power and possessions than their fellows, who 'thrive' to the status of
rent-receiving nobles. On the other hand, in other parts of Europe
(e.g., Italy, Western and Southern Gaul) the Roman nobility have
been undergoing the process af transformation into feudal nobles
since the third century. Their slave-run latifundia have been turned
into serf-worked estates, the servile peasants being partly former
slaves and partly depressed free landowners. This type of exploitation
was partly taken over by Teutonic military infiltrators (hospites)
such as Burgundians and Visigoths who fused with the old Roman
nobility. Their type of exploitation could however vary according. to
the completeness with which their Roman predecessors had integrateJ
the pre-Roman tribal communities into the Imperial slave system.
By the ninth century-the period referred to by German and
French historians as the high middle ages-the feudal economy of
Europe was dominated by large estates composed of vinae whose territory, divided into demesne and peasant land, had the function of
supplying foodstuffs and manufactured goods to the lord. Feudal
rent was mostly in labour, partly in kind, 'to an insignificant extent in
money. The big estates did not of course cover even the greater part
of the territory of feudal Europe, but they were the decisive elements
in the economy. The r6le of surviving peasant allods, or the estates of,
small nobles, was not to become significant until the feudal mode of
production began to break down, as Kosminskyhas shown for England.
Between the ninth and the thirteenth centuries enserfment went apace,
but by the time the legd position of the exploited was worsened and
made uniform, the development of commodity production brought
about changes in the form of rent, so that rents in kind and in money
had largely replaced labour rent by the end of the thriteenth century (except for Engiand), producing in its turn an amelioration of
legal status. For various reasons connected with the development of
commodity production (of which the fragmentation of holdings and the
development of peasant resistance to exploitation were most important), the direct appropriation of rent assessed on peasant holdings
Arured, but the total demand for feudal rent by the lords as a whole

WPS maintained through the exploitation of seigniorial privileges and
the developmat of private and public taxation. In short we may say
that the rrding class in one way or the other, either though its private
franchises or through thc agency of the state, was striving to maximize
feudal rent, that is the forcibly appropriated surplus of the direct producer, all the tim.But of course, its success was not always equal to
its efforts, and in the examination of its failm we come to the
reasons for the decline of the feudal mode of production.
But, Sweezy will ask, why did the feudal rulers strive to get as near
the whole of the direct producers' surplus as possible? What is the
analogy here to the capitalists' need to accumulate and to cheapen production in order to compete on the market? And what were the economic and social consequences, making for mwement in feudal society, of this drive for rent?
The feudal rulers did not of course increase feudal rent in order to
place the product of a peasant holding or of enforced peasant labour,
on the market, although one of the incidental ways of ~ealisingrent in
kind or demesne produce map have been by selling it. Fundamentally
they strove to increase feudal mt in order to maintain and improve
their position as rulers, against their innumerable rivals as well as
against their exploited underlings. The maintenance of class power in
existing hands, .and its extension if possible, is the driving force in
feudal economy and feudal politics. For this reason rent had to be maximized. In the ninth century the Carolingian magnate maintained his
enormous retinue of supporters by feeding them directly from the produce of his d2a.Whm the huge but ephemeral Empire of the Carolingians disintegrated, and gave place to smaller and more manageable
feudal kingdoms, duchies and counties, the suppor&rs of the leading
Lings and nobles were enfeoffed with land in =turn for military service, so that permanent retinues, unwieldy and difiicult to maintain,
could be reduced. But, enfeoffments of knights, while taking an administrative burden off their feudal chiefs, by no means relieved and
peasants, who were exploited still harder. The struggle for p o r n and
the struggle for land are of course intertwhed, but the consequence
was the multiplication of b a n d s by an in&g
population of
greater and lesser lor& for d o u s forms of feudal rent. Th -ding
swpe of sate powars still further intensified the burden an the peasmag, as did the increasing clanan& of the ecclesi8stical landlords.
Fmally we must remember that the developnient of the h o w and
foreign market, perhaps from as early as the 10th century, was a n o t k
important factor which drove the feudal lords to make inaeased reat
demands. The specidisation of industrial production in towns, whose
burgesses swve successfully for economic and'political privtleges,
caused the tams of trade between town and country to tip to the
latter's disadvantage. In so far as he was involved in buying and
selling, the lord bought dear and.sold cheap. And the in&g
need
of landlords for 'consumption loans' as their luxury and armaments
expenses increased, put them in debt to the money-lenders. Ultimately

'

it was only an increase in feudal rent that could close the gap between
the feudal lords' inand expenditure.
In order convincingly to demonstrate that the stnrggle for rent was
the 'prime move? in feudal society, a more detailed examination of the
faas than can be made here would be necessary. But perhaps some of
the possible fields of study might be indicated The conflicts between
the capetian monarchy and the leading French feudatories in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries are a commonplace of political histoq.
The growth of the feudal state (whether the monarchical state of the
Capetians or the ducal and comital states of the greater vassals of
Normandy, Flanders, Anjou, etc.) has consequently been the preserve
of 'political' historians. But the real picture does not emerge until the
process of colonization of new land and of intensified exploitation of
the peasantry, in other words, the process of maximbation of rent is
seen at the basis of the better documented political struggle. Something
of the process can be discerned in the account of his estate administration by S u p , Abbot of St. Denis, but the story would have to be put
together bit by bit, mainly from charter material. The same sort of
problem could be studied in the Germany of Frederick Barbarossa and
Henry the Lion: not to speak of England in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, whre evag fundamental issue of feudal societystruggle for rent between lords and peasants and rival lords, the growth
of law as an instrument for rent maxkdzation, the growth of the state
as.the engine of oppression-is better documented than in any other
European country.
The exaction of feudal rent by the landlords varied in its incidence,
because the specific economic &cumstances varied for a whole number
of reasons during the feudal epoch, and above all because those from
whom rent was demanded were by no means social or economic equals,
nor continued to have the same characteristics over any considerable
period of time. The demand for rent in its widest sense was dearly
the. important factor in determining the moveof -the feudal economy. The obligation on the part of the peasant to hand over his surplus
could have either the effect of depressing him completely or of stimulating him to increase his production on his holding. For as Marx
points out, though feudal rent represents the surplus product of the
peasant, the necessary routine of any organized economic system produces regularity, so that rents were fixed over long periods. Therefore
in many cases (in particular the case of the richer peasants) rent could
constitute only a part of the surplus. The peasants would strive to inaease the portion d the surplus kept by them and could either do this
by enforcing an absolute or relative reduction of rent, or by h a p i n g
the pmductiviq of the holding, or by enlarging the holding without a
companding increase in rent. Such otrivings would lead to peasant
revolts and to the cultivation of new land. The lords would of course
want to increase the amount of surplus coming to them,and in addition
An essay on 'The State of the Dukes of Z5hrhgen' by ToMayer in Me+
d Germuny, 11, ed. G. Barraclough, sugserrts lines of development which

a M a n i s t historian could pursue further.

would try to bring fresh land under their control, either already settled
by rent-paying tenants (not only direct rent from land but rent disguised as the fiscal benefits of justice), or as yet uncultivated and
ready for settlement. Hence, the general expansion of cultivation
which was going on certainly until the end of the thirteenth century,
and which was a major contribution of the feudal order, was a product of the rent struggle.
The economic progress which was inseparable from the early rent
sfruggle and the political stabilization of feudalism was characterized
by an increase in the total social surplus of production over subsistence needs. This, not the so-called revival of the international trade
in silks and spices, was the basis for the development of commodity
production. That is to say that in the period of predominantly natural
economy more and more of the surplus could be devcited to exchange.
The expansion therefore of medieval market centres and towns from
the tenth or eleventh century was based fundamentally on the expansion of simple commodity production. The spectacular developments
in international trade, the industrialization of Flanders, Brabant,
Liege, Lombardy and Tuscany, the p o d of big commercial centres
like Venice, Genoa, Bmges, Paris, London are chronologically secondary to the development of the forces of production in agriculture,
stimulated in the process of the struggle for feudal rent
The interaction of these various f a c t o d internal to feudal
Europe-produced profound changes in the situation. The development of production for the market sharpened and diversified the existing stratification of the peasant producers. The rich peasants became
richer and the poor, poorer. But they become a different kind of rich
and a different kind of poor especially after the thirteenth century.
The well endowed peasant family of earlier days was, wealthy in the
goods produced for its own consumption, but with the development of
the market such wealthy peasants put more and more of their surplus
up for sale. They take more land into their holdings; they employ
more wage labour-and that labour is more and more the labour of the
totally landless rather than of smallholders. They also object to the
syphoning off of their surplus rent, and their antagonism to the landlord is reinforced by the despair of the other sections of the peasants
for whom the demand for rent is not merely a restriction on economic
expansion, but a depression of bare subsistence standards. The strugde
for rent sharpens and in the fourteenth century reaches the acute
stage of general revolt.
As far as the landlords are concerned this is a period of the crisis
of their particular form of economic enterprise. Rents fall and incomes have to be recouped by the intensification of the fiscal exploitation by state taxation, warfare and plunder, frequently self-defeating
because of deliberate currency inflation. The most efficient producers
for the market, least encumbered with administrative overheads, traditional standards of luxury expenditure, and unproductive hangersa,were of course the rich peasants and such members of the lesser
nobility as disdained to imitate the style of their superiors. The suc-

cessful cornpetion of these elements was based on forms of exploitation which anticipate capitalist farming. Feudal rent is no longer a
stimulus to increased and improved production (it can still be a drag
on the middle peasant), but in general by the fifteenth century the
stimulus of the market is becoming the main factor in developing
production-the production of the new elements in the economy. -For
the economic basis of those who still held the commanding positions
in the state was being undermined, in spite of desperate attempts (as
by absolute monarchs) to use their control of the state to maintain the
essentials of feudal power.

VII. COMMENT
BY CHRISTOPHER
HILL
Mr. Sweezy aslrs us to consider the possibility that in fifteenth and
sixteenth century England Thue was not one ruling dass but several,
bPsedonM~formsof~rtyaad~~inmorrorlcsscaa
tinuous struggle for pref-t
and ultimately s u p m q . ' In support
of this view be quotes P passage from EhgeWs Mgii of f k Fami&:

The continuation of the passage makes it clear that Engels is considering only tmo 'stnrggling dmses', not 'several ruling classe!~'. Is it
not indad a logical absurdity to speak of 'several ruling cla9ses'.over
a paid of centuries? A ruling drss must possess state powa: othaniac how does it I&? DuPl state power may exist for a very brief
period during n revolution, as in Russia for some mmths in 1917. But
such a situation is hhexmtly unstable, almost a condition of civil war:
it must lead to th victory of one dass or the other* It has never
lasted for a longer period, and state powa has never*I suggest, been
shared between 'sevd' wdd-be ruling classes. We bwe only to
conceive of two or more d i n g clasks and two or more state machines,
existing side by side for 200 years, to realize that this is a theoretiad

impossibility: the most cursory study of English history during the
centuries in question will convince us that the m t i d impossl'b'ity
did not exist in p&e either.
This is not merely logic-chopping. For if we substitute EngdJs
4struggling dasss' for Mr. S1Reay's '
d
ruling dasacs', then Ak.
Dobb's qwsi01~8
still reqtdrr an v .
What was thc d i n g dam of
thisperiod?H~anatt~~~therute?
Thac~onsbpvebCCDdidCMgCdat~llcagdlbySOVietmd
~~st~.Icmqp~&onlythirccmdusiaas,notthc
~ ~ h l e d a o t h a n . T b p g Z . M ~ , ~ u p S o v i c
disad~0~1~~tKhichtookpLccinMPchdApril1940,
W a $ r r b t c t o ~ a i t h a a ~ u'Tllevkaoftherbaof ~ ~ :
1utemonrrchymaM-'stateof
thenobilit~rhPs,ru,it
becn tkimhfcd bv all Soviet historians.' She Waded the
T& md early Snurt Ilimsrchy in England as a form of,-a
as Mr. Sweay does, trltkmgh she added that it praented spedfic

-were,

p r o b l ~ i T b e s e ~ ~ b ~ a a t d e W i n ~ d c t P i l

Engbbhistmiam ia 1940 md .again in 194647. TBdr final
agreed OOaJdon ars:
The Tudor and evly Stuar~state was -tially
an macrrdve in8tituh of

.

t b t f ~ ~ W d u r m o r e M g h l y ~ t h a n e r r r. O
~ n. l.y a k r t h e
a

2. &&a,
A#mKsitt,

"RE Discasrioa af the
No. 6, 1940, p* 69, 74.

P n , b

of Absolutism,' in I S M

mvolution of 1640-49 does the state in England begin to be s u b o ~ t e dto
the capitaMs.
The revolution of 1640 replaced the rule of one class by
another?

...

How does this fit with Engels's formulation, which Mr. Sweezy
quotes, and which was fiquently cited in the Soviet and English disd o n s ? The important thing to notice is the extreme caution of
Engels's statement, its many qualifications. (If he had known the use
which would be made of it, he would no doubt have qualified it still
further.) I quote from the latest translation, italicizing those words
which seem to me to require special emphasis :
By way of exception, however, periods occur in which the warring classes
balance each other so n d y that the state power, as ostensible mediator,
acquires, for the moment, a c e m h degree of independence of both. Such was
the absolute monarchy of the seventeenth and eighteeath centuries, which held
the balance between the nobility and the class of burghers; such was the Bonapartiam of the First, and still more of the Second French Empire, which
played off the proletariat against the bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie against

the pro let aria^^

Would Mr. Sweezy argue from this passage that the proletariat
was 'a' ruling class in France between 1852 and 18703 Or that the
Baapartist state power redly (as opposed to ostensibly) mediated
independently between bourgeoisie and proletariat? Engels' concise
formulation in this passage should be read in conjunction with his
fulkr exposition in Anti-Dtilang, published six years earlier :
This'mighty molution in the economic conditions of sociew [the Mteenth
and sixteenth century economic revolution] was not followed by any immediate corresponding change in its political structure. The state order remained feudal, while society became more and more bourgeois.'
During the whole of this struggle ['the struggle of the bourgeoisie against
the feudal nobilitf] political force was on the side of the nobility, except for
a period when the crown used the burghers against the nobility, in order that
the two 'estates' might keep each other in check; but from the moment when
the burghers, still poZiricdIy pocperless, began to grow dangerous owing to
their increasing economic power, the crown resumed its alliance with the
nobility, and by so doing called forth the bourgeois revolution, first in England
and then in France?

Thus it aeans to me that Mr. Sweezy's hypothesis of two or more
ruling classes in fifteenth and sixteenth century England is logically
untenable; and that it certainly carmot be supported by anything
Engels said. Engels's remark should not be dragged fi-om its context,
and should be interpreted in the light of what he and Manr said on

' 'State

and Revolution in Tudor and Stuart England,' in Commudt ReJuly 1948, p. 212 f.
'Origin of $he Family,' in Marx and Engels, Selected Works (Lawrence and
Wishart, 1950), 11, p. 290. Note the m d 'burghers,' the word which Marx
and Engels uae for the urban sstats in feudal society, before it has transformed itself into the modem class of the 'bourgeoisie,' ready m chakngc
state power.
' Anti-DWtrg (Martin Lawrence), p. 120 f.
' Ibid, pp. 186-7; my italics. Note that in Engels's view the %uq&dwere
'still politidly powerless' at the time when Mr. Sweezy sees them as a
ruling class.
vieto,
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other occasions: When that is done it clearly squares with the conclusions of the Soviet and English Marxist historians, that the absolute monarchy is a form of feudal state.
Space does not permit of an argument based on historical evidence,
in addition to these more formal logical arguments. But I believe that the facts confirm logic. Detailed consideration of the way in which
the Tudor monarchy held the balance between nobility and burghers
would not suggest that its mediation was ever more than ostensible,
nor that its independence of the feudal ruling class was more than
relative. The confusion which makes 1Mr. Sweezy (and others) wish to
avoid calling the absolute monarchy a feudal state is, I believe, threefold. First, a hangover of the narrow bourgeois-academic definitioi~
of 'feudal' as a military term, ignoring its social basis; secondly, the
equating of a feudal state with a state in which serfdom predominates.
One of the most valuable features, in my view, of Mr. Dobb's work on this period has been his refutation of this equation, and his demonstration that th pamal emancipation of the petty mode of production
does not in itself change the economic base of society (and still less
the political superstructure), although it does prepare the conditions
for the development of capitalism. If feudalism is abolished with .serfdom, then France in 1788 was not a feudal state; and there never
has been a bourgeois revolution in the sense of a revolution which
overthrew the feudal state. Thirdly, there is the idea that a feudal
state must be decentralized. In fact it was precisely the emancipation
of the petty mode of productionj resulting from the general crisis of
feudal society, which led the feudal ruling dass, from the mid-fourteenth century, to strengthen the central state power, in order (i) to
repress peasant revolt, (ii) to use taxation to pump out the surplus
rrtaiwd by the richer peasantry and (iii) to control the movements
of the labour force by nutimat regulation, since the local organs of
feudal power no longer sufticed. The absolute monarchy was a different form of feudal monarchy from the feudal-estates monarchy which
preceded it; but the ruling dass remained the same, just as a republic, a constitutional monarchy and a fascist dictatorship can all be
forms of the rule of the bourgeoisie.
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I tried tontheir views in 'The English civil war interpreted by
Marx and Engels,' in SCIENCE
B SOCIETY, Winter 1948, p: 130-56.

